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Former President Ford Speaks on Nationc
by Patty Hooper
Former President Gerald R.
Ford, the Distinguished Fellow of
the American Enterprise Institute
for Public Policy Research, ad-
dressed a group of political science
majors, classes in Economics and
recent American history, and the
entire college community during a
visit to Trinity last Thursday.
The visit was under the auspices
of the American Enterprise In-
stitute for Public Policy Research,
and the Trinity Departments of
Economics, Political Science, and
History. The public address, held at
the Ferrish Athletic Center, was
sponsored by the Trinity
Republican Club.
As a Fellow of the American
Enterprise Institute, Ford has met
with students from 59- colleges
across the country and lectured on
a broad range of public policy
issues. He estimates that he has
attended approximately 500 classes
and answered roughly 5000
questions.
Ford's visit to Trinity began with
a breakfast at which a small group
of students and faculty were able to
, meet with the former President.
Later in the morning, Ford met
with a group of political science,
economics, and American studies
majors where he answered
questions dealing with vital issues
of the day.
In response to a question about
why he did not choose to run for
President again this year, Ford
answered, "if there was a response
where people would put their name
on the dotted line, I would consider
it." Ford said he saw "no practical
way to enter and be a viable
candidate." He also said that
"retirement's not bad."
Answering a question regarding
why he chose to pardon former
President Richard Nixon, Ford
replied that the good of the country
had to come first. He stated that he
was spending 25 percent of his time
listening to lawyers about what to
do with Nixon's papers and tapes,
instead of using that time to deal
with other aspects of his job.
Speaking on the primary system
as it exists today, Ford said that he
opposes the "hop-skip-and-jump" •
method. He feels that the system
ought to be regionalized and
condensed in time. He also believes
that by regionalizing the primaries,
more interest would be generated
in electing capable men. As it
stands now, Ford says, "A small
number of voters are deciding who
should be the nominees."
Ford also spoke at a history
class, "America Since Pearl
Harbor," where he answered
questions from the students. In
reaction to a question about
Vietnam, Ford stated that he
suspected that there were several
mistakes made. He noted that he
did support most of the decisions
that lead to the escalation of the
war. In terms of mistakes made,
Ford mentioned four: the U. S.
should have learned from the
French that the War would not be
won; our combat commitment
might have worked if we had gone
all out at the beginning; we should
have realized that we were not
prepared for guerilla warfare; and,
we should have realized sooner
that we did not have the full
support of the South Vietnamese.
This last reason, he believes, was
one of the chief reasons that our
involvement failed to achieve its
goals.
In reaction to a question about
whether our foreign policy dictated
that "anything was better than a
communist regime," Ford noted
that in reality, our policy toward
different countries must remain
flexible. He pointed out that we did
not oppose the People's Republic
of China, even though it is a
communist regime. He stated that
our relations with _ each country
must be dealt with on its own
merits, in terms of whatever is'best
for our national security.
A question about Republicans
playing politics with foreign policy
brought a response from Ford about
arms sales to Turkey. He noted that
during the 1976 campaign, Carter
had criticized him for supporting
the sale of arms to Turkey. C arter
went along with the boycott passed
by Congress, Upon assuming the
Presidency, Carter changed his
mind, and even asked Ford to help
him gain support from members of
Congress for the lifting of the arms
embargo.
Ford stated that he believes that
foreign policy works best when it
has the support of both parties. He
noted that while it is wrong, there is
no way to avoid bringing foreign
policy issues into the political
arena.
When asked about whether he
was adequately informed about the
Viet Nam War, Ford stated that he
was, due to his service on the
Defense, Appropriations, and
Intelligence Committees in the
House of Representatives. He went
on to say that Congress is en-
cont. on p. 4
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Trinity to. Aword Six Honorary-..Degrees'-.of.-Graduation
Trinity College will award six
honorary degrees Sunday, May 25
at the College's 154th Com-
mencement exercises. The
recipients will be: businessman and
4ejss;onal tennis player
Reveremi1 John' ''^%. * "Cofetfm,
Episcopal Bishop of the Diocese of
Massachusetts; Tila Maria de
Hancock, Assistant to the
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, for International
Affairs; Robert D. Kilpatrick,
president and chief executive
officer of the Connecticut General
Life Insurance Corporation in
Bloomfield; Lewis Thomas, M.D.,..
president and chief executive
officer of the Memorial Sloan-
Kettering Cancer Center in New
York City, and an author; and
Mildred Dunnock Urmy (known on
the stage as Mildred Dunnock), the
actress and teacher. Dr. Thomas
will deliver the Commencement
address.
Arthur Ashe will be awarded a
Doctor of Laws degree (LL.D.). A
three-time All-American tennis
player at the University of
C alifornia at Los Angeles where he
earned his B.B.A. in 1966, Ashe
was the number one-ranked male
tennis player in the world in 1968
and 1975: In 1968, he won the U.S.
Open while still an amateur, and in
institutions under the sponsorship
of Aetna Life & C asualty. He came
to the Trinity campus last March to
speak about careers in business and
industry.
The Rt. Rev. John B. Coburn will
'.^-Aw^rdjed; a., Doctor of • Divinity
degree" (D;D.)! A Dahbiiry,
Connecticut native, he graduated
from Princeton tTni\ersii\ in 1936
Arthur Ashe
1975, he won the Wimbledon title.
He was a member of eleven U.S.
Davis Cup teams. He was ranked in
the top five of tennis in the U.S. for
thirteen consecutive years, 1964-
1977.
Ashe is former president of the
Association of Tennis
Professionals, an organization he
helped to form. He is the author of
a tennis diary, "Portrait in Motion,"
and has served as a network
television commentator.
Ashe announced his retirement
from professional tennis last
month. He had suffered a heart
attack in August, 1979, and un-
derwent triple bypass open heart
surgery in December of last year.
Ashe, who runs his own in-
surance agency, visits educational
The MI. Rev. John B. Cobum
and from Union Theological
Seminary in 1942. He was Dean of
Trinity Cathedral in Newark from
1953-1957, Dean of the Episcopal
Theological School in Cambridge,
from 1957-1969, and Rector of St.
James' Church in New York City,
from 1969-1975. -He was con-
secrated Bishop of Massachusetts
diocese in 1976.
Coburn is the author of
numerous books on religious
issues. He is a member of the board
of trustees of Princeton University
and the board of directors of
Corning Glass.He was president of
the House of Deputies of the
General Convention of the
Episcopal Church from 1967-1976.
He i,s currently chairman of the
board for theological education of
the National Episcopal Church.
He has received numerous
honorary degrees from colleges
and universities, including Amherst
College, Princeton University,
Harvard University, Middlebury
College and Berkeley Divinity
School.
Tila Maria de Hancock will
receive a Doctor of Laws degree
(LL.D.). A South American native,
she earned a law degree at the
University of Concepcion in Chile.
As a student in Latin America, she
did community work in urban
squatter settlements. Out of this
work grew her special interest in
the growth of cities in developing
countries.
Mrs. Hancock came to the U.S.
in 1963 and studied urban and
regional planning at the Harvard
Graduate School of Design. In
1964, she began her professional
career as a consultant to the Urban
Review Committee Begins
Study of Current Curriculum
The Ad Hoc Curriculum Review
Committee, an eleven-member
Committee recently appointed by
the Faculty Committee on Commit-
tees in consultation with the stand-
ing Curriculum Committee, met
Curriculum Committee, met
recently to begin a thorough review
of the current curriculum. Trinity's
current curriculum has been in
effect since 1969 and the Com-
mittee's review will be presented to
the standing Curriculum Com-
mittee in time for submission to the
faculty no later than April 1981.
At its first meeting, the Com-
mittee elected Professor of History,
Borden Painter as Chairman. The
Committee includes Dean of the
Faculty Andrew De Rocco,
Professor of Engineering August
Sapega, Professor of Mathematics
Robert Stewart, Professor of Fine
Arts Michael Mahoriey, Professor
of Classics James Bradley,
Professor of Psychology Karl
Haberlandt and Professor of
Modern Languages Kenneth Lloyd-
Jones. The three student members
are Joseph Troiano '81, Thomas
Hefferon '82 and Ruth Watson '82.
Although the Committee will
accomplish the bulk of its work
during the next academic year, it
has already begun to set its agenda.
Committee members will meet
with the student Presidential
Fellows, with members, of the
standing Curriculum Committee,
and with members of the faculty
before the end of the term.
Chairman Painter also urges that
undergraduates, and especially
seniors, get in touch with either
faculty or student members of the
Committee to state their ideas on
the current curriculum. Written
statements would be particularly
useful.
There are plans to have sub-
committee work this summer.
/
Robert D. Kilpatrick
Renewal and Housing Corporatipn
in Puerto Rico. She was also
visiting professor at the law school
of the University of Puerto Rico.
A U.S. citizen since 1970, Mrs.
Hancock has a law degree from
George Washington University. In
1974, she became consultant ai the
Washington architectural firm ofc.
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill,
There, she was responsible for
development of the foreign
projects, particularly in Laiin
America.
In 1977, she was e^poinied
Assistant to Patricia R. Harris, then
Secretary of. Housing and Urban
Development, Currently, she is
assistant to the Secretary of HUD.
for International Affairs. In this
capacity, she is the principal ad-
visor to HUD Secretary Moon
Landrieu on all foreign activities of
the department. She pJans and
coordinates international exchange
programs through which HUD
learns about the experience o(
foreign countries with regard to
housing and urban development
Tila Maria de Hancock cont. on [
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Colonel Speaks About Vietnam
by Dave Walker
The fall of South Vietnam in 1975
was in part due to the delay in the
start of force mobilization in
Vietnam. "The United States
should have started Vietnamization
much earlier1' said Colonel Michael
Muskat of the U.S. Air Force at a
recent presentation at Trinity on
April 30.
Muskat spoke following a 1965
Department of Defense film "Why
Vietnam". The event was spon-
sored by the History department.
The film, which' lasted for Iiaif an
hour, gave a detailed account of the
history of United States involve-
ment in Vietnam, as well as
reasons for U.S. involvement in
196S. Muskat spoke from a pre-
pared text for thirty minutes
following the film. After the lecture
he answered questions from the
audience.
Noting the more conservative
attitude on college campuses,
Muskat said, "Ten years ago I
wouldn't come on campus in
uniform." Muskat wore his regular
Air Force duty uniform with
decorations.
Speaking about the war, Muskat
gave a summary of the different
phases of U.S. involvement in
general, specifically in the air war.
Noting the restraints put upon U.S.
air and ground forces during the
war, Muskat said, "I can look back
with bitterness and anger upon
this." Muskat blamed this fault
upon "The mcompeiimt adminis-
tration (of the vi'ai1) by civilian
ofi'iciais."
Musiuit vvr.s a F-105 pilot in
Vietnam irosvi 1965 to 1%8 durkig
which time he flew sonic hundred
odd sorties over North Vietnam.
Based in thailand, Muscat was
once lihoi down over North Viet-
nam. He was rescued safely by
helicopter.
Speaking upon other issues
Muskat said "Our defense posture,
given the age of some of our
weapons systems, is generally
good." But he was quick to add, "I
am concerned about the national
resolve over our defense commit-
tment." When questioned about
the relative ineffectiveness of B-52
strikes upon counter-insurgency,
the colonel replied, "You can bomb
trees or you can bomb useful
targets."
When asked about the Iranian
problem, Colonel Muskat ex-
pressed deep concern saying, "If
they (the Iranians) aren't careful,
they are going to end up with 'i
situation like 1946 again." (allud-
ing to the Communist takeovei).
In his closing remarks about ilu
fe.il is re of U.S. efforts in Vief».;;.:.
Colonel Muskat wait! that '.'..>
intentions were good but thai. <; • '
were waived by JBeffkieiscy ...•£
rcsti'aiiits. "Lei it not be said in !'
future that the best and •-•->.
brightest failed." said Muskat.
Colonel Muskat graduated iVo.v,
Aniherst in 1955 after which he
received his commission in the Air
Force. After his Vietnam tour he
worked in the Pentagon from 1968
to 1971. He is presently base
commander at Carswell Air Force
Base in Texas.
He attended Georgetown Uni-
versity for graduate courses and
also attended the Army War
College.
Seniors Counseled For Future
by Dave Diamond
Although many experts predict
that the United States economy is
headed for a recession, Trinity's
Career Counseling Office reports
that this prospect has not adversely
affected graduating seniors. Ir.
fact, the picture looks good.
Christopher J. Shinkman, Di-
rector of Career Counseling, is
optimistic about this year's grad-
uating class, though he acknow-
ledged that the data is far from'
complete. The senior survey, from
which he gets most of his informa-
tion, is not to be released until at
least next week and the final
results will not be tabulated for
another- two weeks. Although he
says that there is generally a 75
percent response to the survey, he
maintains that that is still better
than what he has now:
As far as he knows, there are
already 124 second interviews with
prospective employers for Trinity
seniors, which is regarded as a sign
of employer interest. More im-
portantly, there are already 30 job
offers for seniors —• a good sign.
Shinkman knows ten to twelve
students who have been accepted
into business schools, the same
number of acceptances to law
schools, and at least five ac-
ceptances to medical schools. How-
ever he emphasizes the incom-
pleteness of this data.
In general, according to Shink-
man, employment opportunities
are high,-especially in business.and
industry. He points out that Trinity
has seen more recruiters this year
than in the past five years,
although he acknowledges that the
variety is narrower with recruiters
For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders
Call when you
leave * it will
be ready upon
arrrival
PIIZA
Come in and Eat in our
..^TY EXPANDED Dining Room!
247-0234 «**«**«-
Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford
prop.
coming mainly from insurance,
banking, and major manufacturing
firms.
Traditionally,-40 percent of Trin-
ity seniors have gone on to
graduate schools, while another 40
percent have j one on to work after
graduation. The remainder of the
class is undecided, usually opting
to take some time off to travel or
rest.
The process that culminates witr
graduation begins in freshmar.
year, according to Shinkman, when
initial student career surveys are
distributed. Once contact is made,
the Career Counseling Office hopes
that students will come to them foi
help in finding summer employ-
ment or discussing internship
possibilities. Althopgh much of the
responsibility rests with the stu-
dent, the Office will help with
Colonel Michael Muskat ' photo bY t ranwln KJ „ ,n
letters of recommendation, re- vide are good confidence-builders
sumes, and other paperwork.
Generally, the Office got a good
rating, with comments such as,
"They do a good job in getting you
to work on your resume;'' "They're
a good source for test informa-
tion;" "They're good at advising
people;" and "They do a good job
in providing students with an
opportunity to talk with representa-
tives from both businesses and
graduate schools." Further, they
add, "The experiences they pro-
BANCROFT SQUASH RACQUETS
SUPERWINNER $12.95 FRAME
COLLEGE SPORTSHOP
112 New Britain Ave.
247-9905
g
for future interviews."
However, according to three stu-
dents, the Career Counseling Of-
fice has its problems. For both
business and graduate school-ori-
ented students, the three students
felt that the Office had failed to at-
tract enough diversified opportuni-
ties to Trinity; the opportunities of-
fered were geographically limited.
Shinkman * acknowledges this
lack of diversity, saying that Trinity
solicits representatives and repre-
sentatives come voluntarily, but
Trinity really has little control. He
asserts that Trinity tries to provide
a fair representation of opportun-
ities, but concedes that it is not
always possible-;
Get Acquainted with
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" - CASADI
TRAVEL
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and all their travel needs.
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to Florida
' OMENICSGOTECE
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HARTFORD, CONN. 06106
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SGA Debates School-Wide Off ieer Elections
,«•*!. -
by Megan White
A proposed Constitutional a-
mendment which would have made
the Presidency and Vice-Presi-
dency of the Student Government
Association at large elective of-
fices was defeated by the SGA at its
meeting on April 28.
The amendment, which was.
backed by Donald Jackson, would
have provided for the campus-wide
election of these two SGA officers
to be held 14-21 days before Trinitv
term finals. Jackson stated that,
"The SGA is presently in a crisis
situation in which the student body
does not have faith in the body's
ability, or a direct relationship with
it." He claimed that if schoolwide
elections were held for the office of
president, more interest could be
generated in the SGA, and stu-
dents would have a better idea of
who was representing them.
Bob Herbst, opposed to the
amendment, expressed his concern
that a campus-wide campaign
could become a "popularity con-
test, knowing the character of
Trinity students." Herbst further
asserted that the student body
already has some say in the
composition of the SGA as all
representatives are elected, and
that the "best president is one who
is elected from people who them-
selves are elected." Matt Pace
commented that Herbst, "has a
skeptical and pessimistic view of
the student body," and Craig
Vought pointed out that MIT and
Amherst hold successful open
elections for their student govern-
ment officers.
SGA vice president Gavin Rear-
don stated that he was "ambiva-
lent" about the proposed amend-
ment, but that in any case he would
not like to see it instituted until
next year's Trinity term. Said
Reardon, "What this basically
comes down to is "do we wish the
SGA president to be simply a
chairman of the body, or a student
who is representative to the
Administration of student de-
sires?" Reardon added, "Maybe
the election "would become a
popularity contest but we could
stand some popularity."
Bob Aiello asserted that, "As a
•governing body it is necessary that
students themselves have direct
input into the choosing of SGA
officers." Aiello commented that
such elections would create more
interest in politics on the Trinity
campus, an "interest which is now
ridiculously low."
Andrew Teitz, speaking against
the proposed amendment, claimed
that the SGA is "a weak enough
body as it is . . . It is ineffective and
inefficient enough." He claimed
that separate elections for the SGA
Presidency and Vice Presidency
would further fracture the SGA,
making it "less powerful, if that's
possible."
• Craig Vought proposed that a
stipulation which would require all
nominees for the two officers to
have served at least the prior
Trinity term on SGA be added to
the proposed amendment. Jackson
did not accept Vought's proposal as
a friendly amendment, stating that
it would "make the body more
elite."
Matt Pace, in support of
Vought's proposal, stated that if a
student really had sincere interest
int he SGA they would want to
serve in the body before running
for an office. Said Pace, "If an
individual from the outside is
running, he may be trying to use
the position just to boost his
resume." Tori Aronow was in
agreement, commenting, "What's
wrong in asking a person to
demonstrate his responsibility
through a couple of previous
semesters' work?"
Jackson, speaking against the
proposed .change of the amend-
ment which he had backed, claimed
that SGA members seemed con-
cerned that open elections might
turn into a popularity contest, but
"what makes you think it isn't a
popularity contest now?"
Jackson asserted, "The indi-
vidual won't be running on an
empty platform . . . there's a
campaign process involved here."
He added, "I sense that you feel
that we SGA members are some-
how enlightened souls and that
there are no members of the
general student body who could
help us. You shouldn't think that
we're the only intelligent students
here."'Jackson further commented
Buildings and Grounds
„ Starts a Self-Survey
A survey 'of ijuiia'fhgs arid
Grounds (B&G) and its functions is
underway by an industrial man-
agement firm, according to Riel S.
Crandall, Director of B&G. The
decision to hire a consulting agency
was made "in connection with an
increased budget squeeze which is
causing us to make personnel
reductions," said Crandall.
Groover Management Company,
a Georgia firm, was hired for the
job after Trinity reviewed three
other consultant companies. They
are in the process of overlooking all
the housing, administrative, and
educational facilities on campus.
After two weeks of research, they
will take approximately one month
to assess what fixtures and equip-
ment might be updated. They will
also suggest how employee pro-
ductivity could be improved and
how funds could be more efficiently
distributed.
Crandall stressed that, "this
ciiitfitonlv does a study-.. It does not
make'changes." He added, "It
gets you out of the 'we've always
done it that way at Trinity'
mentality." Crandall noted that the
last consultant survey of B&G
undertaken ten years ago proved to
be a successful investment. He is
equally optimistic about this year's
effort, although he admitted that
this end is by no means guar-
anteed.
Crandall further emphasized that
no staff cuts will be made, adding
that President Lockwood ada-
mantly supports this assertion. Any
cuts made will be through retire-
ment and attrition.
"They should come back with^
some'constructive comments," he
said, "they might improve ser-
vice." This survey, which has been
approved by Vice-President
Thomas A. Smith, is only in its
early stages. Any alterations and
revisions of B&G will take place
only after a few months.
that no type of election could give
one-hundred percent insurance
that flie winner would be compe-
tent. "It's political game," he
stated.
A vote was taken on Vought's
amendment requiring all nominees
for campus-wide elections to have
served at least one prior term on
SGA. It was defeated with 26
opposed and 11 in favor. A vote
was next .taken on Jackson's
originally proposed amendment,
which did not require that nomi-
nees have any prior SGA exper-
ience. It too was defe'ated, with 21
in favor, 14 opposed, and 2
abstentions, insufficient support
for a required two-thirds majority
vote.
The next proposal discussed at
the meeting was an amendment
concerning the removal of officers.
The amendment would provide for
recall elections to be held for
elected officers upon receipt of a
certified petition of one-fifth of the
student body or one-half of the
SGA. Elections would be held
, within fourteen days.
Reardon stated, in reference to
this proposed amendment, that,
"It would have made good sense if
the first amendment had passed.
However, seeing that with closed
elections students won't know'who
is elected, this amendment is
crippled."
The amendment was put to a
vote and defeated with 11 in favor
and 26 opposed.
The third amendment discussed
at the April 28 meeting concerned
the opening clause of the SGA'
Constitution, which stated that the
SGA is to strive to ' 'provide for the
general welfare of the student
body." Jackson commented that
this was an "idealistic, super-
fluous, and unattainable goal,"
while Herbst claimed that, "It is a
goal to which we should always be
striving . . . We shouldn't delete it
and surrender."
The proposed deletion was put to
a vote and was defeated with 17 in
favor, 15 opposed. Discussion of all
other Constitutional amendments
was tabled until the next meeting.
Six to Receive Honorary Degree
cont. from p. 1
questions. Mrs. Hancock is chief
editor of two federal publications:
"International Review" and "In-
ternational Bulletin."
Robert G. Kilpatrick will be
awarded a Doctor of Laws degree
(LL.D.). A Louisiana native and a
graduate of the University of
Richomond, he joined Connecticut
General in 1954 in the group in-
surance department. He was
placed in charge of all CG/Aetna
field operations, marketing and
national accounts activities in 1970.
From 1973-1976, he served as sen-
ior vice president in charge of Con-
necticut General's group insurance
operations. In April, 1976, he was
elected-president and bectjme chief
executive officer in July, 1976.
Active in business and com-
munity affairs, Kilpatrick is a
member of the board of directors '
of the Federal Reserve Bank of.
Boston, the Scovill Manufacturing
Company, the American Council
of Life Insurance, and the Health
Insurance Association of America.
He is a trustee of the Connecticut
Public Expenditure Council, and a
director of the executive corn-
Spring Weekend brought hundreds of Trinity students and friends
to the Quad. • photo by Keryn Grohs
Lewis Thomas M.D.
mittee of the Connecticut Business
and Industry Association. He is a
director of the Greater Hartford
Chamber of Commerce, and
served as chairman of the
Leadership Greater Hartford
Program for 1979. He is a member
of the board of directors of the
United Way.
Kilpatrick is a corporator of
Hartford Hospital and the Institute
of Living in Hartford. He is a
trustee of the University of Rich-
mond, a member of the board of
regents of the University of
Hartford, and a trustee of the S.S.
Huebner Foundation for Insurance
Education at the Wharton School
of the University of Pennsylvania.
He is a member of President
Carter's National Ridesharing Task
Force and is active in the Business
Roundtable.
Physician, educator and author
Dr. Lewis Thomas will be awarded
a Doctor of Letters degree (Litt.-
,D,). A graduate of Princeton
University in 1933, he earned his
medical degree' from Harvard in
1937. After medical service in
World Was II, he was assistant
professor of pediatrics at Johns
Hopkins Medical School from
1946-1948, associate professor and
then professor of medicine at
Tulane Medical School from 1948-
1950, and professor of pediatrics
and internal medicine at the
University of Minnesota Medical
School from 1950-1954. In 1954, he
moved to New York University's
Bellevue Medical Center, where he
was chairman of the department of
pathology, and then chairman ol
the department ol medicine from
1954-1966. He became dean of New
York University School of
Medicine in 1966, an appointment,
he held until J969. He was named
chairman of the department of
pathology of Yale-New Haven
Medical Center in 1969 and
subsequently was appointed Dean
of Yale Medical School. In 1973,
he was named president and chief
executive officer at Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in
New York City.
Currently, Dr. Thomas is also
professor of pathology at Cornell
Medical College in New York City.
Previous hospital appointments
include chief of pathology at Yale-
New Haven from 1969-1973 and
director of medicine at University
Hospital from 1959-1966.
Dr. Thomas's * government
activities are extensive. He was a
member of the board of health for
the City of New York from 1955-
1969, a member of the President's
Science Advisory Committee from
1967-1970, and is currently on the
President's Commission on the
National Agenda for the 1980's.
He is on numerous editorial
boards for scientific journals. He is
a trustee or director of Rockefeller
University, the Guggenheim
Foundation, th.e Squibb Cor-
poration, the Macy Foundation,
WNET-TV, among others.
Dr. Thomas is also a best-selling
author. His 1974 collection of
essays, The Lives of a Cell, has
been translated into eleven
languages and won him the 1975
National Book Award for con-
tribution to the fields of arts and
letters. His second book, The
Medusa and the Snail, is a current
best-seller.
Mildred Dunnock Urmay will
receive a Doctor of Humanities
degree (D. Hum.). A graduate of
Goucher College, with a master's
degree from Columbia University,
Miss Dunnock made her theatre
debut in 1932 in "Life Begins." She
originated several major characters
in contemporary dramat'ic
literature, among them Lavinia in
Lillian Hellman's Another Part of
the Forest (1946), Big Mama in
Tennessee Williams' Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof (1955), Linda Loman in
Arthur Miller's Death of a
Salesman (1949), a role she
recreated for both film and,
television and for which she won an
Emmy award; and the Witch of
Capri in both the Spoleto and
Broadway productions of Williams'
The Milk Train Doesn't Stop Here
Mildred Dunnock Urmy
Anymore (1962). Other Broadway
credits include The Com Is' Green
(1940), which she recreated for the
film version in 1945, and The
Trojan Women (1963). She starred
in the Circle-in-the-Square produc-
tion of Tartuffe and in Marguerite
Duras' Days In the Trees. Other
films include The Nan's Story
(1959), Butterfleld 8 (1960) and
Sweet Bird of Youth (1962).
Dubbock has performed at a
variety of regional theatres, par-
ticularly the Long Wharf Theatre
in New Haven. In the early 1950's
she appeared twice at the New
Parsons Theatre in Hartford in The
Wild Duck (1951) with Maurice
Evans, and in Mrs. Constable in the
Summerhouse (1935). Both of these
subsequently went to Broadway.
Her career as a teacher includes
eleven years as a teacher of English
and drama at the Brearley School
in New York. She has taught at
Barnart College, Yale Drama
School, and Harvard. She has been
active in Lee Strasberg's Actors
Studio. Miss Dunnock taught
masterclasses at Trinity College to
1973, and performed An Evening
with Emily Dickinson at'Trinity's
Austin Arts Center in May, 1973.
She returned to Hartford a year
later to do a dramatic reading for
Trinity's Jesters, the College drama
group.
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"ideal Solution'
For Mother Revealed
^ .
; : : -
by David Walker
An addition to the present
Mather Campus Center which
would provide greater dining room
space, conference rooms, and more
lounging area was regarded as
"The ideal solution" in a report
recently completed by a joint
student/faculty/Administration
task force.
The task force, appointed last fall
by President Lociwood, was re-
quested to "investigate improving
student facilities at Trinity." The
task force, chaired by student Craig
Voiight, also included Frank Egan,
associate professor in Economics,
Helen Lang, Assistant Professor in
Philosophy, Alden Gorden As-
sistant Professor Fine Arts, Kathy
Frederick Director Media Rela-
tions, SGA President Jim Pomeroy
and Liz Carrigan. Since early in the
fall the committee has met bi-
weekly, sampling student, faculty
and outside opinion on the subject
of creating better facilities.
A second alternative suggested'
by the Committee did not involve
additional construction, but rather
a reorganization of the present
facility. This alternative involves a
step by step approach concentrat-
ing first on the expansion of dining
facilities and then moving in the
direction of the Pub/Cave,
lounges, and modification of the
main lobby.
Reacting to the report of the task
force, Vice President Thomas
Smith stressed that the study was
only a first step and that firm
planning was at least a year and a
half away. Said Smith, "The one
thing that I thought was commen-
dable is that they seem to have a
pretty good idea of what the
campus needs." Smith continued,
"What struck me is that the report
has validity because it represents a
viewpoint other than from those
who expect to use such a facility."
When asked what the next step
would be, Smith said that the
report would be sent to the Space
Committee and that, "There would
be an inclination to go back out and
get more information as to what
should be done and what can be
done." He added, "What you're
really looking for is some substance
to back their conclusions."
James F. English, Vice President
for Finance and Planning, who is
chairman for the Space Committee
said that although his Committee
had not considered the report yet,
he had read it. Said English, "I
thought it was a well written report
. . . I only hoped that they had gone
beyond Mather." English said that
the Space Committee would hope-
fully review the report before the
end of spring.
Trinity students participated in the Spring Weekend bicycle race
sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha. photo by Keryn Crohs
Campus Notes
A Research Grant.....
Kenneth Lloyd-Jones, associate professor of modern languages,
and James Miller, associate professor of English and director of
intercultural studies, have been chosen to participate in the Visiting
Faculty Program at Yale University next year.
As Visiting Fellows, they will associate with a Yale professor in
their field, and observe classes. They will also be entitled to use the
Yale library for a full year for research, and receive an expense
allotment.
Miller's appointment is for the fall term, while Lloyd-Jones will
be Visiting Fellowduring the spring term.
The Visiting Faculty Program at Yale is funded by the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation.
Visiting Faculty Program
Trinity College has been awarded $10,000 by the Spencer
Foundation of Chicago to support the research of Dr. Ronald
Goodenow, assistant professor of education.
The grant will support Goodenow's work on the international
history of the progressive education movement. The award will
permit him to examine archival sources in Britain, Europe and the
U.S., and complete a book entitled, The Progressive Educator and
the Dilemma of Race in the Twentieth Century.
V
Beer, frisbees, and grass highlighted Spring Weekend. photo by Steve Pekock
Ford Attacks Primaries and
Carter's Economic Policy
cont. from p . 1
croaching on the powers of the
President in relation to emergency
action necessary in foreign affairs.
He' severely criticized the War
Powers Act as being "un-
constitutional and impractical."
Ford reaffirmed his faith in the
two party system, stating that he
thinks John Anderson's candidacy
is a mistake. He further states that
Anderson's candidacy as an in-
dependent could easily catapult the
election into the House. This
means that Carter would be re-
elected. Stating that he wanted
"the people, not the politicians" to
choose the next president, Ford
emphasized that political deal-
making and smoke filled rooms are
the same today as (hey were 100
years ago.
Ford responded to a question
about the Summer. Olympics,
expressing his sympathy for the U.
S. athletes unable to go to the
Games. He recounted the victory -
of Jesse Owens at Munich in 1936,
which was an embarrassment to
Hitler. However, Ford supports,
albeit reluctantly, Carter's decision
to boycott the, Moscow Games.
Ford also attended a joint
meeting of two economics
seminars - one concerning the
economics of regulated industries
and one dealing with energy
economics.
Regarding energy, Ford stated
that he still believes that his
proposals to de-regulate oil and
natural gas were the right things to
do. He further stated that if he had
won the 1976 election, he would
have continued to press for de-
regulation. Ford stated that he is
opposed to John Anderson's plan
for a 50 cent tax on gasoline. Ford
believes that there is no way
possible that plan would get
through the Congress.
Ford also stated, that he still
supports nuclear power. However,
he believes that nuclear experts
should be "prodded and presured"
into achieving a better safety
record for nuclear power. He cited
France's increased use of nuclear
power as a sign that the U. S. has
some catching up to do.
In a discussion on regulated
industries, Ford stated that he was
pleased that President Carter had -
gone ahead with the deregulation
process started by Ford with the
aid of Senator Kennedy. Ford
believes that it will be difficult to
deregulate the trucking industry as
the "iron triangle" of Congress, the
Teamsters, and the trucking in-
dustry will resist any deregulation
legislation. He believes that
deregulation measures in the
airline industry have, for the most
part, been beneficial to the in-
dustry and to consumers.
He noted that while he is op-
josed to throwing ,up huge tariff
carriers ("I'm a free trader"), he
rtrongly opposes countries like
lapan "dumping" their steel in the
United States at a lower price than
it is sold overseas. He described
any moves to build a protectionist
wall as a "grave mistake," alluding
to a similar situation in the 1920's
with the Smoot-Hawley tariff.
Ford also attended a press
conference open to members of the
media from the surrounding area.
In response to a question regarding
the hostage situation in Iran-, and
the recent attempt to rescue the
people held captive, Ford stated, "I
strongly support the rescue effort.
It was appropriate at the time, I
would not second guess the
decision."
Also commenting on the resig-
nation of Cyrus Vance as the
Secretary of State, Ford noted that
he was "surprised." With the sub-
sequent nomination of Senator
Muskie to fill the position, Ford
stated, "I have great respect for
Muskie as a legislator and great
••espect for him as an individual. I
tope he is successful."
With regard to Muskie's nomin-
ation, Ford further stated, "I do
worry about his leaving the Budget
Chairmanship when Carter is try-
ing to balance the federal budget. I
know if he continued . . . there is
certain expertise and knowledge
which would be helpful."
His possible candidacy was also
brought up at the press conference
with the Former President stating
that he has no regrets about not
running, at least "none that keeps
me awake at night." He also stated,
that "at this time, I see no way to
get involved unless something
unexpected and unanticipated -
occurs. The die has been cast." He
did note, however, that he was
"sure" that he could beat Carter in
a.general election. "But you can'tIS
lo it unless you're the nominee,"
iaid Ford.
About the economy, Ford
blatantly stated that "The Carter
Administration has blown it. Their
policy has been a catastrophe and a
disaster. We have to strengthen our
economic policy and correct the
failures of the Carter Admini-
stration."
In his speech given to the Trinity
community at large, Ford outlined
what he views as the three most
important issues. The first is to
"rebuild our- faltering economy."
The second is to' create a new
domestic energy program and the
third, the recovery of our military
capability or superiority.
Ford also answered many ques-
tions from the audience. Tom
Hunter asked the former President
what his opinions are regarding
limiting the president to one
six-year term. Ford stated that
after much thought, he is opposed
to this proposal. "I think the voters
love to have an opportunity, sooner
than six years, to make up for the
mistakes they made in the last
election," commented Ford.
When asked by Maria Jo Schultz
how he felt about Carter's idea to
cut out federally insured student
loans, Ford replied, "My ad-
ministration never advocated that."
He does not think that student
loans make a big dent in the
budget. He is concerned, however,
about the high default rate, for
repayment on government loans
for students to go to college. He
feels that this justifies the
elimination of student and
guaranteed loans.
Ford's day at Trinity ended with
this speech before a packed house.
From Trinity the Former Preside1
moved on to Dartmouth.
[This article is based on reporting
by Richard P. DahHng, SteW A.
Elmendorf, Patty Hooper. »nd
Joseph McAleei- and was written by
Patty Hooper.]
Tripod Heads
For Library
The new Tripod staff, already wearied after one issue, shuts down
their Jackson office to drag themselves through final exams and
papers, not to mention some end-of-the-year farewell toasts at the
infamous "Cloud Nine Lounge". Then the staff will drive, fly. or
hitch-hike to their various corners of the country to sail, sleep,
and/or make some money. We bid Trinity good-bye and happy
summering until Tuesday, September 9, 1980.
A special commencement issue will be published on Tuesday May
20, 1980. Letters to The Editor and commentary pieces will be
accepted through Saturday May 17. 1980. ,
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Editorial
Calm Down Over the Transom
The minority situation on this campus is less than
ideal. Name-calling between the-Director of Minority
Affairs and members of TCB will not improve the
situation. Who is in the right is less important than
unity within the minority community in the face of the
racism which is alive and well on this campus.
Racism is a reality that we all must deal with. While
it is rarely as glaring as the Ku KluxKlan, it still exists.
The subtle and sophisticated forms of racism which
predominate here are as dangerous *as blatant
prejudice. In order for the minority community to face
and conquer this racism, unity is essential. Just as
white students must learn to be tolerant, so must
minority students and administrators. Nothing will
please a racist more than a divided enemy.
We are not saying that differences should be hidden,
but they should be dealt with in a constructive way.
Calling someone a "power hungry administrator" is as
useless as calling someone "spineiess." Each side
must learn to live with the other in a working
relationship designed to better the life of minorities at
Trinity College.
Many feel that the minority situation at Trinity has
improved over the last two years, but we believe that
there is still a long road ahead. The Admissions Office
must continue the effort to recruit minority students.
The Administration must make a more concerted effort
to increase the number of minority members in the
Faculty and Administration. Most importantly, how-
ever, efforts must be made by every member of the
College Community to make Trinity College a more
comfortable place for all groups.
Thank You
The Tripod offers no money or course credit for those
who labor here. Because of this, it is rare for any
individual to make a total commitment to this
newspaper. Two people who have shown an inordinate
dedication to the Tripod will be graduated this year.
With this issue, Eric Grevstad's and Nick Noble's by-
lines appear for the last time. They will be missed.
Eric G revs tad has written sixty-three columns for the
Tripod. His wit, intelijgeriQe and devotion,have been an
invaluable asset to the newspaper"/Eric Grevstacf is,"In"
Nick Noble's words, "the finest writer ever to grace
these pages in the last four years."
Nick Noble has been a fixture at the Tripod for almost
four years. As Sports Editor, he transformed a marginal
sports section into a vibrant and important part of the
newspaper. His advice on every aspect of the
newspaper has been respected and appreciated.
The Tripod extends its thanks and wishes luck to
these two extraordinary individuals.
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Basement. Office hours: Saturday, 3-5 P.M., Sunday from? a.m.
Telephone 246-1829 or 527 3151, ext. 252 Mailing address: Box
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Goodbye and Be Good
by Eric Grevstad
One thing you learn in college is
the trick of acting experienced or'
sophisticated, even if you're a rank
amateur. I began my first Tripod
column, in September of 1977, as if
I had written a dozen, opening it
with the sentence "I am always in
the market for a column topic."
This was prophetic. It is May of
1980,1 am beginning my sixty-third
and last column for the Tripod, and
I have no idea of what to say.
Still, that's never stopped me
before. For the last three years,
even on vacations, I have
automatically started twitching and
muttering on Friday nights, as
Saturday deadlines approach; this
has made some interesting
evenings fpr my dates* but has
given me a kind of minimal
competence. I have certainly
written 20 or 30 bad columns, but
at least I have had ideas for them.
For instance, I could organize
this column around saying goodbye
to the Tripod. A lot has happened
since Alice O'Connor first offered
me space in the Letters section;
most importantly, I have learned to
write. "Over the Transom" started
out, when I was a sophomore, as a
rather sophomoric humor column.
Over the years, it turned into a
column that sometimes did humor,
and it sort of dragged me along
with it.
The first lesson was that this is
written, not heard; and you cannot
tell jokes without enclosing them in
sentences. That took a lot of
practice. It was even more
discouraging to learn that. you
cannot write sentences without
arranging them in essays, but I'm
working on it; I may still be a third-
rate comedian, but my delivery has
improved a lot.
In that personal sense, then, the
column has been successful.
Unfortunately, some of us on the
Tripod hoped that a semi-regular
comumn would attract other
people to write for the Com-
mentary section; and, in that sense,
it has failed. I am still all too often
alone on these pages, despite the
best efforts of some extremely
talented Tripod staffers to attract
new people.
This leads us into the second way
I could write this column, as a sort
of traditional valedictory speech" —
and, these days, the traditional
valedictory message is that
students don't givea damn. A large
crowd came to hear Gerald Ford
last week. I like to think it would
have been larger for John An-
derson. I, suspect it would have
been larger for Farrah Fawcett.
YouJiave heardthisbefore from
better writers, but Trinity's record
of social consciousness is abysmal.
Students ignore big issues, only to
whine and kick at the thought of
having to share High Rise with a
freshman. Activist groups on
campus are laughingly dismissed as
"trying to bring back the sixties,"
perhaps because many of them are.
Racism is tolerated; sexism is
encouraged; and, as far as Trinity's
relationship with the outer city
goes, we. don't have cannons
pointed toward Broad Street for
nothing.
I don't have answers to these
problems, but I worry about them.
When people in college, who have
the best chance to change their
environment, prefer to break
windows and smuggle beer into
Cinestudio, you wonder about the
kinds of attitudes they'll have when
they take over Dad's job at the
bank.
I don't want to end on a holier-
than-thou note; I have spent four
years' time here at Trinity, and I
think I have wasted about half of it.
But I also think I am very lucky.
Most people waste eighty or ninety
percent. If I haven't, it is entirely
due to other people; and that is the
third way I could write this column,
and how I want to end it. I want to
thank people who helped.
I came here as a scared, shaky
freshman; I am leaving as a
somewhat nervous and grouchy
graduate, but a substantially better
person. Other people caused that.
There are more friends than I can
name, either here in print or
literally. (I've always been terrible
with names.) There are faculty and
administrators. There's a woman
whose picture's on the piano of my
heart. They know who they are,
and I thank them, and this is — it
has always been — their column.
If I had a chance to start college
over again, I'd do some of it dif-
ferently. Of course I'd do it dif-
ferently. But that is -not the point.
College does not teach you how to
go to college. It gives you the time
to try things and make mistakes;
hopefully, you make fewer
mistakes in the real world.
As far as Trinity is concerned, let
me say this: I have visited lots of
places, and seen a lot of
playgrounds. But I have never
enjoyed myself more; and I've
never been anywhere where people
were nicer to me.
Take care, and thanks for
reading. ,
NEXT YE.AK.
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Commentary
Sugar Cones: The Case of the Stopped Pipe
by Tony Shenton
with apologies to Eric Grevestad
It was Friday night of Spring
Weekend. The air had a slight chill
to it, but the weather was,
nevertheless, pleasureable. I was
on my way back from the organ
concert, and sinister melodies of
the Boellman Toccata were
running through my mind. I felt a
trifle uneasy, however, because I
had the strangest sensation of being
followed. Not paying any attention
to that most ridiculous thought, I
returned to my room.
Stretching myself out on the bed,
I examined the schedule of spring
weekend activities and tried to
choose how to spend the rest of the
evening. Unexpectedly, there was a
knock on my door. "Who is it?" I
yelled.
"Pizza!" a voice replied.
"But I didn't order any."
"That's not my fault, kid. I got a
hot pizza here, and the number on
the box is Jackson 401."
"It's really hot?"
He growled a low, impatient
rumble of assent.
"How much?"
"It's got pepperoni . . . and
there's a charge for delivery . .
say . . . $4.50."
Money in hand, I opened the
door to face not the pizza man, but
a young girl. She was ngt carrying a
pizza.
"What happened to the pizza
man?" I yelped.
'"Obviously, Jones, he's gone."
She stepped quickly inside, pushing
me out of her way. "Close that
door. We may not have much
time."
"Look, I don't know what you
are, but I'm hungry. I—"
"Quiet, man. Here's my ID." She
flashed some official-looking card
in my face.
"Okay, so you're Trinity . . . but
why are you here?"
"Because you're an honest and
trustworthy soul, according to my
brother, and you're gullible. He
said I could have you eating out of
my hand in a minute."
"Your brother? Who is he? Does
he go here, too?"
"Yes. You see, last night we were
walking up Veraon Street, and we
came across a drunk preppie face
down on the sidewalk."
"That's nothing new."
"But everything is not as it
seems. After we turned him top-
side, we heard him mumble
something about a plot to destroy
Spring Weekend."
"What was the plan?"
"We don't know what he meant,
but before he passed out, he
mumbled these words: noble
stopping. My brother dismissed
these ramblings automatically, but
I suspected he was muttering the
truth. Putting two and two
together, I expected trouble at the
organ concert, since John Rose was
playing the Piece Heroique of
Psf U Apologizes
To the Trinity Community:
Three weekends ago, several
members of Psi Upsilon and some
friends were partying on the steps
of 81 Vernon Street. During their
activities, they launched a water
balloon across Vernon Steet which
hit and broke a window at the Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity house,
disturbing some brothers in the
room. The entire membership of
Psi Upsilon would like to take
responsibility for the actions of its
individual members and to apolo-
gize to Pi Kappa Alpha for this
incident. Although it was a
thoughtless and careless act, we do
not believe that there was any
intentional maliciousness on the
part of Psi Upsilon or its members
toward the brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha. It was regrettable and
embarrassing to the brotherhood of
Psi Upsilon, and arrangements
have been made to cover the cost of
replacing the window which was
broken.
This and other incidents which
have occurred involving fraternities
point to a need to strengthen the
Inter-Fraternity Council so that
fraternity matters do not have to be
brought to the attention of the
administration and the college
community in general. A strength-
ened I.F.C. would allow feats to
police themselves in a positive way
without involving such drastic
measures as administrative super-
vision or probation. Fraternities at
Trinity have a proud heritage, a
long tradition, and distinguished
alumni few other campus organiza-
tions can match. Although we do at
times become unruly, we feel that
the many positive aspects of frats
are overshadowed by a few unfor-
tunate incidents. An I.F.C. with
some input from the faculty as well
as from the administration corn-
Cesar Franck. There's a lot of
noble stopping in that work."
"But nothing happened!"
"Exactly, Jones, exactly. That's
why I came here to you. You have
an extensive knowledge of the
activities this weekend . . ."
"I have a schedule." I offered.
"Same thing," she said.
"Anyhow, we must find out what's
meant by noble stopping. Do you
have your schedule handy?"
"Right here."
"Read me the list, Jones, and
maybe something will click."
"Well, there're the Spring
Reps . . . I began.
"No, Jones, those weren't in the
public eye enough."
"They're showing Woody Allen
movies at Cinestudio."
"No one's bananas enough to
disrupt those movies, Jones."
"The dance? The Pub? A
cookout? The concert on the quad?
Buttondown Sounds? Ultimate
Frisbee?"
"Buttondown Sounds? What is
that, Jones?"
"One of the campus singing
groups, the Pipes, is giving its
Spring concert."
"Isn't there a Nick Noble in the
Pipes? I've heard a great deal about
him." I nodded yes. "Then, Jones,
we haven't a minute to lose. The
game's afoot!"
She pulled open the door, and
dragged me with her, barrelling
down the hallway so quickly that 1
scarcely had time to leave the pizza
man a note, in case he should drop
by again.
"Where are we going?" I
shouted, as we sped past Mather.
"To save Nick Noble from being
kidnapped by that unspeakable
villian, Mary Ardie. She might be
able to fool my brother, but she
can't beat me!"
I suddenly knew that I must be
dealing with a sister of that Trinity
detective, Sherbert Cones. As we
passed the Chapel parking lot, I
knew I was dealing with a
professional. We raced onto
Vernon Street just in time to see
Nick Noble being led down the St.
A's steps, bound and gagged.
"Stay where you are, Ardie.
We're on to your plot!" she
shouted.
Not one, but two figures moved
out from behind Nick Noble.
"You can't stop us now, Sugar.
The Pipes concert will go on the
Fritz!" they snarled in unison.
"Wenner you going to stop this
life of crime?" stalled the younger
Cones, reaching in her purse.
"Never!" they howled like mad
dogs. "We'll never stop
Coletivating the weed of crime
while there's a Cones alive."
By then, Sugar had found what
she was looking for. It was a
Security walkie-talkie.
"Okay, guys, move on in. They
won't give you much trouble."
Security men began to appear from
around corners. While they ap-
prehended the culprits, I asked
Sugar where she got the walkie-
talkie .
"It belongs to my brother. I
borrowed it for the occasion."
We moved to free Nick from his
bonds. After the gag was removed,
he kissed our hands, and said,
"Thanks, guys. But who were those
other two?"
"They were cousins of Mary
Ardie, I think," said Sugar.
"Oh . . . I get it. The Ardie
boys!" exclaimed Nick.
After we stuffed the gag back
into Nick's mouth, we started back
to my room. ". . . I'd really like it if
you kept quiet about this, Jones. I
won't be enjoying pink cake as an
undergrad until next year. And
Sherbert's been so depressed lately
that I don't think it would help if I
stole his thunder, so to speak. But
after he's gone from here, Trinity
can expect to hear more about
Sherbert Cones' smarter sister,"
We stopped by my door. "What
about my pizza?" I asked. She just
laughed and ran down the hallway,
past a co-ed with long blonde hair
holding a half-empty glass of
orange juice.
I wondered whether to go after
her, but decided that it would be
better to sit and think about if
tonight's events really happened. 1
opened my door, and on my desk
was a huge pizza, with the in-
scription in pepperoni: "Thanks,
Eric. —from Sheibeit"
Letters
bined with one year terms for
fraternity representatives could
only make the fraternity system
better.
Frats are a valuable asset to life
at Trinity as well as to their
individual members. It would be a
loss to .the Trinity community if
incidents which should be handled
by the I .F.C, like the one between
PKA and Psi U, as well as other
incidents involving fraternities and
their members _ caused the re-
striction or abolition of one or all of
the frats at Trinity.
Once again, Psi Upsilon offers its
sincere apology to Pi Kappa Alpha
for its indiscretion. !
The Brotherhood of
Psi Upsilon
TRI again, POD
To the Bipod —
Jerome Kern wrote "01 ' Man
River," Jerome Robbins choreo-
graphed West Side Story, Jerome
Hines sang Boris Godunov, but
Jerome Moshell, as he has been
referred to in the last two issues of
the Unipod, does not exist. May we
lay him to rest? . —
At least the Nulllpod has spared
me the excesses of the Harvard
Crimson, which once listed me in a
review as "Gerald Mushbull" (I
won't even mention what my
friends corrupted that one into).
One final item. I did not, as
Rachel Mann's Negapod review
suggests, write You're A Good
Man, Charlie Brown. My own
musical is, alas, less perfect and a
little stranger.
Tri again, Pod.
Gerald Moshell
Assistant Professor of Music
Mls@iif§f
To the Editor
As sponsors of the Mischief
Mime performance April 18, we
would like to respond to the two
letters which appeared in the April
22 issue of the Tripod. Both letters
raised specific questions about the
performance and about the Wo-
men's Center as sponsor which
need to be addressed.
First, for those who were looking
forward to a total mime experience
of "not listening," the perform-
ance understandably might have
been a bit of a disappointment.
Angers and Rhodes employed more
• verbal expression than one would
expect in an evening of mime.
Nonetheless to dismiss the per-
formance as not having fany artistic
or entertaining value because of
this seems a bit presumptuous,
especially given the talent and
imagination the troupe displayed.
Perhaps of greater concern to
some who attended, however, was
the inclusion of The Period Piece in
their performance — one act in an
otherwise "acceptable" program.
First, degustibus non est dlspn-
tandem; it is the range of response
to art which makes it an enriching
experience. However, Angers and
Rhodes mimed aspects of a very
normal, natural, frequent female
function not usually addressed in
public except in ignorant, embar-
rassing or tittering contexts. Unfor-
tunately, it is a function many
people, including women, still
consider to be "gross." If one was
attentive and perceptive, and fa-
miliar with the aims of mime, one
would have realized that Angers
and Rhodes' total program por-
trayed scenes from life which
spotlighted subconscious, non-
verbal, sometimes even ridiculous,
natural behaviors we humans en-
gage in. When raised to the level of
consciousness and exploration,
many of these behaviors strike our
funny bone and may even unnerve
us as we see ourselves mirrored.
Angers and Rhodes, being a
feminist mime troupe, drew upon a
range of women's experience to
illuminate human behavior. Al!
their acts were original — some
may be considered unconventional.
As to the disappointment ex-
pressed because the Women's
Center sponsored Mischief Mime,
"especially during the week cele-
brating coeducation at Trinity":
Angers and Rhodes portrayed
human experience from a women's
perspective — the one they know
best, and one which is often
neglected or missing from public
life whether it be business, educa-
tion or the arts. The Women's
Center because it is a feminist
organization — (The "charge" that
the Center is feminist exemplifies
the gross ignorance and myopia
about the term which prevails even
among educated individuals, and
which neglects its very humanistic
and benevolent meaning.) — seeks
to sponsor and support quality^
cultural and educational activities
at Trinity which present the
perspectives or concerns of women
for the ultimate benefit of the
entire Trinity community'. It is a
purpose we feel especially im-
portant and appropriate to high-
light during the week celebrating
ten years of coeducation, and we
are proud to have sponsored an
evening of quality entertainment
by two talented women artists.
The Coordinating Committee
of the Women's Center.
Jams Theft
To the Trinity Community:
On Saturday afternoon at 3:45
while the bands were playing on
the quad, someone broke into my
room in Jarvis A section. They stole
my turntable and receiver, ap-
parently wrapping them in one
white and one pink pillowcase. If
anyone noticed a person carrying
said items out of Jarvis, I would
appreciate being contacted im-
mediately.
I hope you can make my spring
weekend less memorable.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Seager
Box 1968
Snycfer mmm stay
To the Editors,
We as students of Prof. Mark
Snyder would like to formally
question the rationale behind the
Physics Department's decision not
to renew a teaching position to this
superb faculty member. Prof.
Snyder's teaching excellence, sin-
cere concern for his students, and
continual willingness to provide
outside help has been acclaimed by
students during his two years at
Trinity. Prof. Snyder received his
B.S. from M.I.T., his M.S. from
Columbia University, and is soon to
receive his Ph.D. from Yale
University. Certainly, the excel-
lence of his academic background
is beyond question. He has the
ability to instill in his students an
interest in a difficult and esoteric
subject matter. He has an uncanny
knack for clearly explaining diffi-
cult material. It is a shame that
Trinity is losing such a sensitive
and well qualified teacher. It
appears that the Physics Depart-
ment does not have the students'
best interest in mind in handing
down such a rash and unnecessary
decision.
Sincerely,
Gary S. Cohen "80
Peter Charap '80
Geoffrey Bacon '80
Bruce Feinberg '80
Mark Scroggs '80
JeffCooley'80
Mark Cohen "80
Mike Salitan '80
Stephanie Ravett '80
Scott Lafrance '82
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Commentary
An Open Letter to the Students of Trinity College
by Chaplain Allan Tall
Registration for the draft may be
an unpleasant reality that must be
faced by all persons born in 1960
and thereafter. I am writing this
letter to suggest that, even though
the law has not been passed, if you
are involved, you should begin
reflecting upon your own lives in
the light of the circumstances
which such registration and
possible draft will bring about. Not
to begin reflecting now will most
likely in the future limit the choices
that are available to you. You
should start now in order to an-
ticipate decisions and steps that
you must take in the likelihood of a
draft.
As the matter now stands,
President C arter has proposed that
all men and women born in 1960
and 1961 register this summer for
the draft. Starting in 1981 persons
born in 1962 will be required to
register and after that, persons will
register on their 18th birthday. This
registration will take the form of
registering at your local post office
your name, permanent address,
sex, date of birth, and your social
security number which is optional.
As most of you know, Congress has
not included women in the
legislation which is working its way
through the Congress at this time.
Many persons believe the courts
will, however, make the United
States Armed Forces an equal
opportunity organization.
You face, right now, certain
decisions which you must make
about your own life. The way in
which you make these decisions
will guide you in the time before
registration is required and
following. Mainly, I am concerned
about those of you who may
determine in your own conscience
that you should register as a
conscientious objector. If this
decision is make honestly and in
conscience, you should begin to
take steps now.
How do you know what kind of
decision you should make? Let me
give you some questions which I
think might help you:
Q: Is violence ever an effective
or appropriate solution to conflict?
If so, under what conditions and in
what circumstances?
Q; What do I believe about war?
Can I think of any was the U.S.
could be engaged in that I would
approve? In which I would be
willing to fight? Would I be willing
•to serve in the military in a non-
combatant role?
Q: What do I believe about the
right of the government to require
its citizens to engage in combat
where it may be necessary for a
person to harm or kill another
human being? What is the nature of
my obligation to obey the
government?
Qi What do I think about the
lightness or wrongness of my
country's involvement in and
relationship to other nations of the
world? About its military posture in
terms of its national self-interest
and the interests of other nations?
Q: How does military con-
scription work in this society? Who
bears the brunt, pays the greatest
price? What implication does this
have for the values I hold in regard
to racial, social, and economic
justice?
Q: What are the dreams and
hopes I have for my own life; for
the lives of those near and dear to
me; for the people of my nation
and the world? How can I best
accomplish those dreams and
hopes and contribute to the
realization of the dreams and hopes
of other people?
Q: How will the choices I make
about registration, and possibly the
draft, affect my life and the lives of
others — in my family, my town,
my country, the world?
It may be that, in working
through these questions, you will
feel the need of a counselor. My
office is available and I can put you
in touch with other dra"ft coun-
selors. A natural group to turn to in
such matters is the Quakers, and I
would suggest that you might go to
a Quaker Meeting House and ask
for help in this regard. Your own
minister, priest, or rabbi is another
such resource. Finally, there is a
national hot-line which is operated
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The
number to call is (313) 995-0966.
For the cost of the call to
Michigan, you can receive both
information and, probably,
recommendations for counselors in
your area.
Let me end by saying how im-
portant I think it is that you be the
one who decides about your life.
These are soul-wracking questions
which only you can answer, but to
avoid them now, even at this early
stage in the process, is simply to
narrow down the choices which
will be available to you in the
future. If I, or my staff, can be of
any help, please don't hesitate to
call.
If you seem to be determining
that you are a conscientious ob-
jector, it is important that you be
able to show the process by which
you arrived at this determination. I
would suggest that you keep a
journal, copies of letters, etc. Here
a trained counselor will be par-
ticularly useful.
Letters
Outrage at
Robinson-Jackson
To the Editor:
I am writing to express my
outrage at the words employed by
Dean Robinson-Jackson. To accuse
•the very people she is purportedly
serving of possessing- "slave men- '
talkies" is worse than insulting —
it's slanderous. Robinson-Jack
son's term of employment here
could be characterized as an
enduring series of insults directed
at all who oppose her. She has been
consistently insensitive to the
hopes and desires of those who
support the ideals of the goals she
supposedly is working toward.
As a Trinity student, I call for a
drastic change in her methods of
dealing with the College Com-
munity.
Sincerely,
Natalie Anderson '81
Excellent Lecture
Last Wednesday's lecture on
Vietnam was a truly excellent one.
Never has a nicer guy, Colonel
Muskat, done a better job in
demonstrating what went wrong
for the U.S. in Vietnam. The
colonel saw the war as largely a
technical problem — a combination
of political fractionation at home
and military mismanagement over
there. He holds the view that the
war was, indeed, "winnable" in a
military sense. Unfortunately, Viet-
nam was far more than just a test of
our technique. From the begin-
ning, the war was justified by the
highest ideals, by the firmest faith
and patriotism. Somewhere those
principles and convictions faaailed
us. And throughout his address the
colonel gave a few hints as to where
and why.
Here are a few of the remarks he
raised, with some of my reactions:
1) He said we were in Vietnam to
assure our clients the right to
democratic choice. Yet how can a
people who have never heard of
Jefferson or Washington, who have
never had a Lexington or Concord
possibly do any more than sleep-
walk their way through American-
directed elections? Ballot boxes
mean nothing unless they follow
the kinds of events that forge a
faith in democratic means.
2) To justify his position, the
colonel said there was a tradition of
democracy in the villages. This is
the same tradition that you will find
in' any -village society.. A- local
headman is chosen through some
form of popular assent. But this is
hardly an event that can be
expanded into a principle to bolster
nationwide democracy.
3) The colonel spoke cynically of
American celebrities who got "the
full tour" from the North Viet-
namese — feturing scenes of bomb
damage. Yet how is it ever really
wrong to take a good close look at
what you do? Actions as self-eyi-
dently good as ours in Vietnam
should not suffer from any kind of
scrutiny.
' 4) For a lecture on Vietnam, the
colonel rarely mentioned the Viet-
namese. They seemed to drown in
a discussion of military tactics.
Now I know what everyone will
say; so what, the guy's an Air
Force colonel, what do you expect?
But it's not a question of expecta-
tions at all. It's more of a curiosity,
and maybe more than a little fear.
For the colonel's reasoning, his
a-sociological reduction of ques-
tions of politics, and principles to
body counts', and quotients of
firepower, is too seductive and
entirely too transferable. After the
talk there were just a few of • is left,
all guys pouring over the maps and
pictures the colonel brought, and
someone asked the inevitable ques-
tion, what about Iran? The reply
came right back, full of firm
reasoning. Within five years, the
Soviets will move in and then we'll •
have to move in and stop them. But
what about the Iranians? Aren't
they a force there too? If Vietnam
proves anything it's that the
superpowers cannot singlehand-
edly shape world politics. Domestic
peoples have important things to
say, too, and they have the power
to resist out influence, as the
Vietnamese showed the Chinese
just last year.
Colonel Muskat's lecture was a
good one. He was well-informed
and tolerant of other views. No one
can doubt that he is a sincere man.
But his words also show^ the
dangers of geopolitical generaliza-
tion and ideological hubris. For,
above all, the war demonstrates
how nice guys can be used as
instruments in exercises of power
whose meaning and moral com-
plexify are' never pondered until
it's too late.
Thank You
To the Editor:
I would like to express my
sincere gratitude to all the mem-
bers of the Trinity community who
helped to make the series of
lecture/panel discussions such a
huge success. The . enthusiasm
proved that the combined efforts of
a few can accomplish anything, all
we have to do is try.
I'd like formally to thank our
sponsors: CHAT, the Trinity Wo-
men's Center and Dean De Rocco;
Rima Sirota, Marilyn Moore, and
Laurie Weltz for wonderful articles;
all the panelists who put them-
selves on the line; Liane Bernard
for some beautiful posters; those
who gave up lunch hour to stuff
boxes (too many to name and I'm
afraid of leaving someone out but
you know who you are); Helen
Bartlett for her undying energy;
Elena Hovey for loving support,
who failed two tests in lieu of
learning about societal oppression;
Cheryl Berkowitz, the most dedi-
cated activist on Trinity campus,
who put up with more of me than
anyone else; especially, however, I
want to thank Professors Bill Puka
and Kaja Silverman, without whose
individual enthusiasm I never could
have summoned the energy myself.
Their commitment to change is
unquaiifiedandprobablyunrnatched
in this community. And finally, I'd
like to thank my dear friend, Bruce
Mitchell, for softly reminding me
that I, too, am a Sexist.
Sally Desipio
SiiSsm Change
The panels on sexims held last
• veek marked the beginning of a
-ery imporant change at Trinity.
These panels not only raised some
vital points, but the feelings that
grew out of the discussions will
hopefully not die out with the end
of this academic year. With the
help of concerned women and men
these feelings can be perpetuated
into developing a whold new type
of community at Trinity College.
The first of these panels brought
enlightenment to the way in which
media influences sex roles in our
society. Advertising, television,
and film underscore the
stereotypical sex related activities
of our society. The second panel
discusses the very vital problem of
sexism and racism at Trinity. The
third panel went on to show how
sexism in influenced in many
cultures placed in that family. The
panels ended with an incredible
attendance at the discussion of
anorexia and fashion and their
effects on women.
After the panel discussion on
anorexia a workshop was held to
discuss possibilities for the future.
This workshop was attended by
several students as well as Wayne
Asmus, Bill Puka, and' Kaja
Silverman. The focal point of the
discussion was to perpetuate the
interest raised by the sexism
panels. There are many students at
Trinity who want to further their
causes, but they are being
squelched by the present structure.
The Trinity community needs an
alternative to the fraternity system.
An alternative that will be given a
chance to survive. Therefore, a
proposal has been brought forth
that the administration provides a
house where women, minorities,
homosexuals, and students
dissatisfied with the present
structure can meei. It would be a
house open to the whole com-
munity where seminars,
workshops, offices, and cultural
activities could be located.
Without an attractive center,
wiitre these groups can have a
base, no change is going to evolve
at Trinity. It is so vital that this
project gets off the ground now,
and that work continues on it
through the summer so that we do
not have to start at zero again in
the fall. If you are interested please
attend the second "Workshop for
Change" which will take place in
Wean Lounge this Wednesday
night at 9:00, Nothing will happen
at Trinity unless interested students
make it happen, so we can not let
this opportunity go overlooked.
Laurie Weltz
Worst Job
Note: This letter to the editor is
in response to the Commentary
Commencement: A Class Act in the
4/22/80 issue of the Tripod.
Eric Grevstad '80 is a bright
person, but I think he has one of
the worst jobs at Trinity. \
Eric writes for the Tripod, and
his job is to persuade Trinity people .;
to react to campus events with I
informed — and good-humored — i
objectivity. Some refuse to be j
informed; some wouldn't reveal ••
their sense of humor if you offered •
them top billing on Saturday Night',
Live; and no one agrees on
objective fact, anyway. Since Eric
has just been awarded the Mary A. ;
Terry fellowship for two years'
graduate study, he'll soon be
enjoying an easier job. (Lucky
Eric!)
Still, Eric's been successful in
bringing to all of us a number of
important issues. 1 agree with Eric
that the tradition of giving a Senior
Class Gift at Commencement is
laudable. And evidence indicates
the tradition is alive and well and
bound to remain at Trinity.
Gifts totalling three thousand
dollars these past two years; have
provided Trinity with a new football
Scoreboard and a soon-to-be-
erected information kiosk. Com-
mittee members are starting to
report a growing fund for this
year's gift. Whatever the gift, it's
bound to bring pride to the Class of
1980 for a successful campaign and
be a significant addition to the
campus.
My job is not "the worst in.
America." In fact, it's one of the
nicest when people respond as
cool, on p. 10
Gerald Ford Spe,
5 Day At Trinity
Announcements
Calendar
Wednesday
Workshop For Change
A ' (Workshop for Change" will take place ill the Wean Lounge
Wednesday night at 9:00. All interested students, faculty, and
administration are welcome.
Study At Saga
Quiet area, for studying will be provided in the dining hall at
Mather. Free coffee will be provided by SAGA.
Reading Days
A reminder that Reading Days have been established to enable
students to finish papers, catch up on required reading, and study
intensively for final examinations.
Use by students of College facilities during this period of time is
as follows:
No group of more than 100 people is allowed to use individual
facilities in order to avoid large, noisy parties.
, Curfews during Reading Days have been moved up by one hour.
(12 midnight Sunday-Thursday nights, 1 a.m. Friday and Saturday
nights,)
Sunday
Oigan Recital
There will be a student organ recital on Sunday, May 11, at 4:00
p.m. in the Chapel. The recital will be given by Sidnie White '81,
the Assistant Organist of the Chapel. The program will feature
works by Alain and Widor. There will be no admission charge.
The Trinity Tripod
is looking tor a HartfonI Editor
ffor next semester. If you are interested
callus. 246-1829
THE MOOSE
IS LOOSE
CANADA'S
PREMIUM BEER
All Brand Importers, Inc., Roslyn Heights, New York 11577.
Sole U.S. Importer c 1979
Summer Job
Job opening in liquor store in the
vicinity of Trinity. For more
information, call Joyce or Jerry in
the afternoon or evening at
246-3595.
Women's Center
Tired of fighting crowds at the
Library? The Women's Center
offers an alternative place to study.
The Center will be open throughout
finals during its regular hours:
Daily 1-5 p.m., Sun.-Thurs. 7-10
p.m. Coffee and tea are available.
Psychology Intern
Child & Family Services, a
private mental health agency in
Hartford, is seeking a full-time
intern from July through Decem-
ber, who will be paid to work in the
residential Children's Village. If
you are interested in a unique
opportunity to work with a profes-
sional psychiatric staff in treating
emotionally disturbed children,
ages 7-11, contact the Internship
Office. Note that it would be
possible to arrange for academic
credit for this work.
Honors Bay
The annual Honors Day cere-
mony will be held at 1:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, May 14. This is a day
when many prizes and other
awards are presented to the
student body in various depart-
ments. Most of the prizes are
described on page 219ff of the
Catalogue. Students interested in
any awards should contact ap-
propriate department or faculty
members that are indicated.
Another Place
The Tenth New England Com-
munities Conference, May 30-June
1 at Another Place Conference
Center, Greenville, New Hamp-
shire. There are woods and fields
for camping, exploring and quiet.
f f c L ^ e ° n a s l id inS scaie from
$45-$85; children half-price.'Space
is limited, so register soon. For
more information call (603) 878-
1510, ask for Sunbear.
Fenis Lockers
Students are reminded thai
lockers at Ferris Athletic Centei
must be vacasted and locks and
towels returned by May 20. Failure
to do so will result in student's
general deposit being billed.
Ushers
Anyone interested in serving as '
an usher during the Baccalaureate
and Commencement exercises on ,
May 25 should contact Randy i
Pearsall or Kathy Frederick in the
Trinity News Bureau at S27-31S1,
ext. 217 or 370. Ushers will receive
a total of $15.00 for their service at
both the morning and afternoon
programs. The deadline for appli-
cation is May 9.
Letters
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enthusiastically as have these three
senior classes. And as for an easier
job, you try tangling with an
alligator some time, Eric, and let
me know what it's really like . . .
Deborah J.Sikkel, 78
Assistant Director of
Annual Giving,
Development Office, Trinity
Spring Weekend
To the Trinity Community,
This letter is being written in
recognition of three individuals
whose initiative and efforts helped
to make Trinity's Spring Weekend
a tremendous success. Such per-
sonal sacrifices often go unnoticed,
but without the help of Peter
Quinlan, Rod Rodrigues, and
Shaun Finnegan this weekend
would not have succeeded as well
as it did.
These three were directly re-
sponsible for the securing of funds
and the ample supply of beer that
flowed all Saturday. Therefore we
would like to reward these three
with the first annual "Fitzy A-
ward" for their unique contribu-
tions to a super weekend. They
proved that a great time could be
had by all at Trinity.
Special thanks go to all the
fraternities who participated in the
event and additional gratitude is
expressed to the SGPB for their
19 kegs to thedonation of
festivities.
Sincerely,
Marshall Dudley
Bundy Lee
BobFers
Ann Reams
Kelly Statler
Cheryl Ibberson
and friends.
ON HAND
6833
417
Wine
Merchants
249-6833
TCF Clarification
To the Trinity Community, again:
I wish to recant an imprecise
phrase that occurred iii my letter of
last week. Where I wrote that 1
"cannot without reservations ap-
prove of the Way International's
operations", I would have been
closer to what I should have meant
if I had written that I "largely
approve . . . though with reserva-
tions." I see the way I phrased it
last week as suggesting that I am
taking jellybeans from a bowl in
which they are mixed with marbles,
but taking them cautiously, at
arm's length. In this case, though,
it is best to grab the whole bowl
and pull it near, while knowing it
contains marbles. The marbles I
can reject as I come to them.
Meanwhile I have all the jellybeans
already.
Here is my point: since 'by one
Spirit we were all baptized into one
body', I have a part in each of those
Christians who associate them-
selves with the Way International,
and each of them has a part in me
— whether we Jjke^aH the time or
not I No one has any right to choose *
which of his relatives will be his
relatives. But I was too quick to
acknowledge my doctrial dis-
agreement with TWI's members,
and not quick enough to acknow-
ledge my kinship; did not em-
phasize enough my conviction that
doctrinal disputes do not disprove
kinship unless they are severe, and
that in this case the disagreements
do not seem severe enough to do
so. The Incarnation may be an
improtant doctrinal point, but it is
Christ, not doctrine, that saves us,
and I think that those of TWI's
members whom I have met have
Christ's Spirit. So I acknowledge
my kinship, and apologize to
anyone offended by the chilliness
that crept into my last letter.
Sincerely,
Timothy Phillips
MAOM
\UVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTL V
Wed, May 1 - Nortaster "^
Thurs., i a y 8 - ¥an Ouren
Fri.-Sat, i a y §-10 - The Chance
Sun., May 11 -
Clockwork
Mon., May 12 r
Half moon
OPEN LATE HOURS
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Experience Black Literature With a Free Spirit
by Rachel Mann
"Seek ye first your own version
of history/ You shall then and only
then/ begin the triumphant
march/ to the kingdom of Black
personality," writes Kwaku Sintim-
Misa in his poem' entitled "You
Hide Me." This piece opens the
way to Free Spirit, a yearly
magazine which features Trinity's
black artists and writers.
Under the editorship of Mark A.
Miranda, Free Spirit is intended to
be "An Expression in Art and
Literature." Even though it solely
features black works, this magazine
asks to be taken first as a straight-
forward compilation or artistic
endeavors, then second as a
cultural manifestation.
Free Spirit stands as an
autonomous organization, entirely
separate from the Trinity Coalition
of Blacks. James A. Miller,
associate Professor of English and
lntercultural Studies, is the faculty
advisor.
Reading the poetry and prose in
Free Spirit leads one through the
colors of rage, love, hurt,
reminiscences, the blues — all the
emotions which every individual
feels in a lifetime. In many cases,
the messages are universal. -
For instance, Melanie Hines
writes in' 'Please Don't Thank Me":
"Indulge in self-pity/ splurge on
some tears,/ You can't help but
feel better in the end." Or Patrice
Ball talks of a night shared by
eternal lovers in "The Two of Us."
These are examples of the usual
characteristics of most literature.
However, a good deal of the works
in Free Spirit are unquestionable
products of a black spirit and a
black sense of community.
"I wish to protest
being,/ Unaccepted in a
place/ where cracked dreams and
broken men/ Are said to be
figments/ of our colored
imagination," writes Patrice Ball in
another poem called "Up Against
It All." Carmealette Smith
questions with strength "What Is
Black Womanhood?" Sintim-Misa
makes a striking com-
parison/ contrast between the
sounds and sensations of his native
land in Africa and those of the
western world.
The strongest and perhaps the
most negative statement of a
black's frustrations in a white
society is Patrick G. Lyle's "Sur-
vival": "We are alone because we
choose to be./ We are withdrawn
because we have to be."
In general, though, the tone of
Free Spirit is positive. "Spell it out
in Black and white/ if you can"
writes Miranda in "Black Poem."
Also indicative of Free Spirit's
overall optimism is Carm Smith's
special interview with Toni
Morrison, a well-known , black
author. This insert is an interesting
and enlightening section of the
magazine. She indicates what
thoughts, ideals and goals motivate,
the black in today's world.
Morrison speaks about standards
of beauty' and how they are
somewhat established by the
media; the feminist movement; and
the importance of taking full
advantage of one's opportunities
despite the obstacles that may be in
the way. "It is important not to be
intimidated, because if those
before you could survive, then it is
possible."
Russell Hall's photography is
also one of the best aspects of Free
Spirit. Not Only is the cover photo a
product of his camera, but the
magazine has five of his excellent
and imaginative shots. Ad-
ditionally, there are some in-
teresting pen and ink drawings and
some charcoal sketches done by
various black artists at Trinity.
Overall, Free Spirit is a well
integrated magazine. It even feels
Olga Broumas Elucidates
by Barbara J. Selmo
Sponsored by the Trinity College
Poetry Center and The Women's
Center, poet Olga Broumas read in
Hamlin Hall this past Tuesday
night. Facing a full and receptive
audience, Broumas proceeded to
lull and enchant with her hypnotic
voice. Her readings were for the
most part memorized. Fully in
control of this technical aspect,
(AgSgSjjjg, abandoned herself to the
••PUafc>of, Mete.- poems, using
subtle shades of vocal Inflection "to
open, develop and close her poems.
Broumas opened the hour pro-
gram with several readings from
her poem devoted to goddesses.
Broumas explained in her introduc-
tion to "Ledda and the Swan" that
in these "goddess sequence"
poems, she was attempting to
define that the power implicit in
those myths is still alive today, and
just the externalities are different.
Of these, "Circe" was a notable
poem. Broumas took the fable of
the goddess who turned Ulysse'.s
men into pigs and fit it into a
modern context. The voice of the
poem says that she has power to be
wooed. She does not have to give
men her attention if she does not
want to. She says "I turn men into
swine/ And leave them behind."
In "Little Red Riding Hood" a
daughterless woman tells her
mother how much she wishes she
had a daughter whom she could
:each what she had been taught.
The poem builds wonderful images
relating the life of the fairy tale
heroine to the real life of a
daughter born dressed in the "red
hood of blood", delivered by a
female midwife rather than a male
doctor, and taught to mind where
sjae, was,,gpjng,.ajnd no not totalk to
any wolves on the way. (implying
men).
Broumas spent a great deal of
time alone in the woods and
seaside of Oregon, writing poetry
while being supported by a special
grant for her work. The poerns she
produced from this period are filled -
with excellent clear descriptions
and marvelous language. They
reflect the degree to which she .was
influenced by her surroundings, as
well as what was going on in her
personal life. "Sweeping the Gar-
den" came from an agreement
between Broumas 'and a close
friend, who had both jusf ended
long and intimate relationships
with men. They agreed to start
lavishing the attention that they
had previously saved for their
lovers on themselves. Several lines
good in one's hands. The Trinity
student body should take a close
and open-minded look through its
pages to see what they can. find.
Toni Morrison states, "Because we
are so small in numbers, we can
come together in our creativity and
expand into the rest of the com-
munity, giving it a much needed
cultural awareness."
Free Spirit is unquestionably a
positive attempt to share art and
literature; it is also an attempt to
share a set of values and feelings
which are special to the blacks of
Trinity and to the blacks of
America. Derek McKee writes in
"Answer to Glances": "I'll walk
closer to you/ because we're balck
and white./ And when people
turn/ and rub their
-.eyes..-. ,/ We'll walk so pround/ -
that we'll be dancing."
Flip through Free Spirit and
enjoy —yet think.
from the poem: "Slowly learning to
love ourselves", "to love the body,
to love its works,!' "to love the soul
who dreams," and keeps us alive.
The poem describes the difficulty
of discovering and using parts of
oneself purposely for oneself and
no one else.
Broumas is the author of two
books, "Beginning with O;" which
is volume 72 in the Yale series of
Younger Poets, and "Soie
Sauvage" recently published by
.Copper Canyon Press-. Her poetry
comes from a controlled, intelligent
female voice. Her skill rests in her
clear language, her resourceful
imagination, and her bold and
accurate accounts of her life.
"Landscape With Angels" was
perhaps the crowning piece of
Broumas' evening. A poem written
about a close friend's encounter
with four Hell's Angels members
and her harassment, Broumas
chanted this piece with intense
fervor, using her voice to show the
emotional strain of the woman and
the pain of integrating and forget-
ting the incident. The woman took
an overdose of sleeping pills to
relax, and slept for four days,
drugged and near death. The poem
relates the nightmare visions her
mind underwent, affected by. the
pills and her incident. photo by John Leisenring
Poet Olga Bronmas appeared in Hamlin Hall on Tuesday.
Steve Wood Announces Departure, Assays Art Program
IBS
Steve Wood, soon to leave the world of academla.
Sculptor/artist/philosopher
Steve Wood recently announced
that he would not be returning as
"artist in residence" this coming
fall. In a recent discussion, be-
tween offbeat quips such as, "I like
to disguise myself as a phys. ed.
coach and pick up coeds at the
gym," Steve Wood commented on
his four years as an educator and
the state of the arts at Trinity.
Wood commented that although
the arts program at Trinity oper-
ates, on a relatively small scale,
students often don't take advan-
tage of the accessibility and
openness that the situation affords
them.
Citing one example, Wood said
that although Studio Art majors are
suffering from a severe shortage of
studio space, they have done little
or nothing as a group to seek a
remedy to the problem. He sees
this as being a result of. apathy on
the part of the students, even
though, "This has been a need that
has long gone neglected at Trin-
ity."
One change that Wood has
helped to institute is the addition of
film making to the Departments
course offerings. Steve was in-
strumental in getting film maker
Leslie Thornton to teach this
coming fall at Trinity. Although
film will be a welcome new
offering, it is curious that there are
not courses in still photography
offered, nor are there any facilities
on campus that are available solely
to the many art students who work
independently in photography.
Steve Wood is currently exhibi-
ting an installation piece, "Herma-
phrodite" at Brown University.
Steve Wood has been an artist-
in-residence here since he began
lecturing here in 1977. Although
artists in residence generally teach
as many courses and bear the same
amount of responsibility as a
professor, they differ in that they
are not on the tenure ladder and
thus have little room for advance-
ment.
Steve Wood was educated at the
Hartford Art School and the
Reinhart School of Sculpture. His
future plans are to devote his time
to his work in both Connecticut and
the metropolitan area. Steve is a
vital force that will be much missed
by the Studio Arts department.
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Spring Reps: Solid Drama
by Ken Halpln
With Garmany Hall providing an
intimate theatre-in-the-round set-
ting, Trinity Theatre Arts present-
ed its Spring Repertory this past
Thursday through Saturday, fea-
turing four contemporary one-act
plays under the student direction of
Anthony Chase, Kathy Dorsey,
Peter Bain and Michael Country-
man. While varied in atmosphere
and intensity, the works largely
dealt with related themes: isolation
and the inability of people to
communicate,
Anthony Chase's production of
The Public Eye, by Peter Schaffer,
opened the evening with a solid,
evenlyrpaced rendition of an amus-
ing though rather predictable
script. Jack Kassel highlighted the
play as an off-beat but terribly
clever and perceptive detective,
hired by a terribly stiff and
'conventional middle-aged London
accountant (competently played by
Todd Van Amburgh) who suspects
his young, vivacious wife (over-
played by Patty Paddock) of marital
infidelity. Having estblished a
remarkable, unspoken relationship
with the woman he has been hired
to "tail," this peculiar sleuth
teaches both the wife and especial-
ly the over-intellectual husband
something about the failure of
language and the need to both
listen and observe, follow and lead
(in silence, if necessary), in order
to communicate.
A striking and sophisticated set
was not used, unfortunately, to
best advantage, as some uncom-
fortable blocking at times left one
THERE J£ A
DIFFERENCE!
or more conversants standing
awkwardly for extended periods of
time. Overall, though, Chase did a
good job with an intelligent script.
Mood shifted abruptly as Kathy
Dorsey directed a gripping presen-
tation of Elaine May's tight and
powerful Not Enough Hope. Kris-
ten Golden was frighteningly con-
vincing in the feature role of a
woman on the verge of suicide, and
was very ably supported by both
David Nixon, whose unsettling
detachment was essential in creat-
ing the play's disturbing atmos-
phere, and Patrice Ball, who was
both subtle and poignant, crotchety
and sarcastic as an elderly invalid,
and who also provided some
well-timed comic relief.
A fine set made interesting use
of the space of the stage and helped
create the sense of isolation
essential to the play. Dorsey
succeeded in creating an atmos-
phere to the play of futility and
desperation which made the au-
dience sweat, and used the ironic,
humorous interludes in a balanced
way which made sense of what
could otherwise have weakened the
script through inconsistency. The
result was a well-thought out and
moving rendition of a short,
difficult piece.
Noon, by Terence McNally, was
the lightest selection in the pro-
gram, a satire on American bour-
geois sexual adventurism. A bal-
anced cast, well directed by Peter
Bain, made for a highly amusing
show; regrettably, though, the
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scriot was like something out of
"Love, American Style," and aside
from lots of cheap laughs at
homosexuality, group sex, and
sado-masochism, it just didn't have
much to say. Still, there were some
great moments: Sally Schwager,
carrying on in a comical anglo-
ftench; Kyle Saunders attempting
to be seductive; and Mary Good-
man and Ted Lord as the average
suburban couple turned swagger-
ing leather specialists. In general,
nothing was really missing, other
than a worthwhile script.
The theme of isolation and
failure to communicate again
emerged in Israel Horowitz's The
Indian Wants the Bronx, directed
by Michael Countryman. Kwaku
Sintim-Misa, as a desperately
frightened Indian strangling be-
hind a language barrier, and Gary
Reisfeld andTalbott Dowst, as New
York City hoods who are in fact no
less isolated, are all convincing and
compelling. Reisfeld and Dowst
succeed in creating a . complex
picture of confused, lonely and
neglected youths, street-toughened
and hiding behind mean talk and
sadistic pranks, yet each des-
perately calling out for a "buddy."
Their attempts at communication
fail painfully, and so must those of
their helpless victim, whom they
leave at the end of a severed cord
since they are unable to tolerate his
"making contact" when they can-
not: a frustrating and saddening
ending to a sensitive performance,
perceptively directed.
Choir's Spring Sing
42 ND On Saturday May 10, at 8:15 pmin the Trinity College Chapel, the
Trinity College Concert Choir will
present Gioacchino Rossini's Petite -
Messe Solennelle. The concert,
conducted by .Gerald Moshell, will
feature soloists Ann Brown '83,
Talbot Dowst '81, Amy Fulton '83,
Ken Halpin '80, Grace Haronian
'80, Scott Nesbitt '83, Liz Seager
'80, and Rick Wagner '82.
Rossini was an early nineteenth
century composer who is best
known for his operas, particularly
The Barber of Seville. His forte was
TRINITY NIGHT
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with I.D.
11
HAPPY HOUR' 4-9
Monday-Friday
Last year's fiddle contest in Bnshnell Park. photo by Siegfried Halus,
the witty melodies of comic opera.
While Petite Messe SolenneUe
ioes have its solemn moments, the
piece reflects Rossini's comic bent.
Another of Rossini's religious
works Stabat Mater was con-
demned in 1903 by Pope Pius X
who felt its music was flippant and
inappropriate for the religious text.
Accompaning the choir will be
Amy Grover '83 and Jim Logen^
bach '81 on piano and Jo DiMarino
'82 on organ. Admission is $1.00
for students, the Trinity community
and senior citizens, $2.00 for the
general public.
Arts Calendar
DANCE
Trinity Dance Program Student Concert, May 8 & 9 Austin Arts
Center, 8 p.m.
Hartford Ballet performs "Romeo and Juliet" with the Hartford
Symphony Ballet Orchestra, May 22-31. Call 246-6807.
MUSIC
Trinity College Chamber Music Concert, Ma-, <>, 8:15, Austin Arts
Center.
Trinity College Concert Choir Spring Concert, May .'0, 8:15 at the
Chapel, admission for students, $1.00.
Festival of Computer Music at Real Art Ways, Sun., May 18 and
Mon., May 19, 8:30.
ART
Senior Studio Arts Exhibition, May 5-25 at Austin Arts Center.
Scents and Nonscents exhibit of painting and photography by
Francine and John Gintoff, at Artworks Gallery, May 8-24.
Site/Matrix 58 James Wines of SITE will lecture at the
Wadsworth Atheneum on May 8 at 7:30 p.m.
Real Art Ways will present Two Punk Films: The Foreigner and
Blank Generation by Amos Poe May 9 at 8:30, Call 525-5521.
THEATRE
Long Wharf Theatre, New Haven, thru May 11 "Who's
Virginia Woolf?" by Edward Albee. Call 787-4282. "
Fiddle Contest
Peace Train has announced that its Seventh Annual New England
Fiddle Contest will take place this year on Saturday, May 24, in
downtown Hartford, Connecticut's Bushnell Park, starting at 10:00
a.m. This family event is open.to the public and is free for Fiddling
competitors and audience-alike. The fiddlers will compete for
$1,980.00 in prize money this jrear. In the event of rain, the New
England Fiddle Contest will take place on the following Saturday,
May 31.
Crew
cont. from p. 15
since neither Williams nor Ithaca
boats JV Lights. Although the odds
were against them from the start,
several members of the boat felt
that they rowed under par and
should have at least beaten the
Ithaca boat. As it turned out, Trin
finished third out of three. This was
the third week in a row that the
JV's rowed against heavyweights,
and many feel that they will be very
competitive at the VaU, where they
will row against boats from their
own class.
Because of the size of their
programs, neither Williams nor
Ithaca had freshman lightweight
boats, so Trinity raced the Kent
School in the final race of the day.
After 500, Trinity was out in front.
They finished four lengths ahead of
Kent, ending a very successful
season.
Next weekend, the Crews will
travel to Philadelphia for the Small
College Nationals. Spirit couldn!
get much higher for this event
Trinity will try to defend her
trophy from last year. „,
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Women's Lacrosse .1.-2 In Game-Filled Week
Last Tuesday, the laxwomen
travelled to Williamstown to face
the rugged Ephwomen. Although
rainy in downtown Hartford, it
proved to be high and dry in Purple
Cow country. Trinity could not
withstand the onslaught of goals in
the first half and if not for the
infamous "Lee Harvey" Nolen, the
final score might have been larger
than the 14-7 Williams win.
Williams was heard to say that
"everything clicked today," and
unfortunately the Bantams fell prey
to their good passing.
Inconsistent passing, multiple
turnovers and missed ground balls
plagued the entire Trinity team,
not to mention the loss (due to
"checking inside the bubble") of
the two star defense wings Lisa
Parker and Jane Dwight. Despite
occasional spurts of good play-
making, it was Williams' game
all the way.
The JV Laxwomen went on to
avenge the Varsity's loss with
another beautiful game. Picture
perfect passing and excellent cuts
proved too much for Williams, as
the Baby Bants scored a resoun-
ding 12-2 win. Big guns on the day
were Lisa Donohue, Sheila
Newbury and Melissa Gagen. The
continued excellent defensive play
of Parsons Witbeck anchored the
win to move the JV's record to 6-1.
On Wednesday at home, the
Bantams gave a better showing
than the one of the day before. The
skill they have been known to
possess returned in full force, as
Trinity walloped Connecticut
College 25-7. The Varsity regained
its confidence and talent for a well-
deserved win. Highlights of the
game were Lee Nolen's 9 goals,
Dottie Bundy's 8 goals, and defense
wing Jane Dwight's two tallies.
Overall, the Varsity was accurate in
their tight "D" and Big "O"
maneuvers. Center Sherry Benzel's
reappearance after a one-game
layoff due to injury sparked every
play from the draw. This moved the
Varsity's record to 3-4-1 with two
. games remaining, and still a chance
at a winning record.
The Junior Varsity Bantams
downed their Conn College op;
ponents 14-3. Key defensive worl
by Witbeck and Andrea Moonej
set the attack up for their ultimate
scoring. Melissa Gagen, Carol
Passarelli, Tracy Swecker and
"Zell" Newbury pummelled the
C onn goalie to add another win to
push their record to 7-1. The two
teams had an excellent day and left
Coach Robin Sheppard with a
smile.
To end the tough, game-packed
week, the Trinity laxwomen
travelled to Middletown to take on
the Cardinals of Wesleyan. The
contest proved to be as tough as
anticipated, as the Cardinals
hustled to a 9-4 halftime lead.
In the second half, however,
Trinity's original Big"C and tight
"D" took over once again, as the
Bantams were able to more than
equalize the Cardinal women.
Unfortunately, the early deficit
proved too big, and Trinity fell to
the tune of 12-7.
Awesome on defense were Ellen
Men's Lax Ends Successful Season
cont. from p. 14
offensive leader, with 26 goals, and
Doug Bennett with 16 arid 12
assists. Peter Duncan (12 goals, 18
assists) was an integral part of the
offense, and often led the team in
ground balls. Jim Samsel improved
with every passing game, amassing
seven goals in five games with his
slick moves in front of the net. Fine
play by Rusty Nisbet, who missed
part of the season with a shoulder
injury, Ben Baron, Peter Miller and
especially Tom Chase should also
be commended.
On defense, seniors Bob Shaw
and Mike Lansbury were stalwarts
who provided an offensive boost
with their consistent clears while
keeping the opposing attackmen in
check. Matt Smith and Bill Miller
also had strong seasons, with the
spirited Miller playing some of his
best lacrosse toward the end' of the
season. John Josel was exuberant in
his support from the bench and on
the field. Goalies Gregg Caserta
and Bob Mosterz both had over
50% save percentages; Mostertz's
finest game was against Springfield,
whle Caserta's 24 saves against
Wesleyan , highlighted the
sophomore netminder's rookie
season.
Women's Softball Garners 29-6 Win
Frosh pitcher Lauren Casalino
=• Early Saturday of Spring
£ Weekend found the women's
' softball team en route to
I Bridgeport for a game against
£, Northwestern Community College.
? The trip proved to be a worthwhile
= ohiefas Trinity "won. the fiverinning
game (shortened because of a 15
run lead) by a score of 26-9. The
line-up batted around more than
once during this game, as Trinity's
bats, especially those of Carol
McKenzie, Marcie Lerner, and
Polly Lavery, pummelled the
opposing pitcher's offerings with a
barrage of line drives and hard-hit
grounders. Winning pitcher Lauren
Casalino was supported in the field
by the seasons first double-play
and adequate coverage of the
diamond by the defense.
This win followed two losses
earlier in the week; one on
Wednesday to Taft by a score of
13-9 and one on "Thursday to the
University of Hartford by a score of
8-3. The team plays its last game of
the season.,on Tuesday against
Mount Holyoke at HOME.
Swimming Honors
Trinity's AH-American Denise Jones was selected, as the
Women's Swim Team's Most Valuable Swimmer for the 1979-80
season. In addition to being a fourth-place finisher in the breastroke
competition at the Nationals, she was the Number One Breastroker
in New England, and holder of two New England records (in the 50
and 100 breastroke events), two individual college records, and two
relay team marks. Also MVP in '78-'79, Jones will be sorely missed.
Senior co-captain Mike Hinton concluded his four year Trinity
swimming career as MVP for Men's swim team. Hinton, a
freestyler, was a member of three record-breaking relay teams.
Most Improved Awards went to Dave Gatenby and Ana Meyer,
both divers. Gatenby, a senior, holds the school record in the
Optional Diving event. Meyer, a freshman, holds promise for the
future of the up-and-coming women's squad.
Given to the swimmer who is considered the hardest worker, tht
Red Circle Award went to three swimmers this season, co-captak
Rich Katzman, who was also a member of three reeord-breakinj;
relay teams; fireshman Anne Ward, who went to the Nationals in
this her first year of college competition, an All-New England
selection who holds four individual freestyle records and one relay
team record; and Tini Peiser, a sophomore who is the owner of the
100 backstroke record. ;
Next year's captains are freestyler Len Adam for the men, anc
co-captains of the women's team are Anne Montgomery and Leigh
Mountford. <
Evening Rec
Evening Rec hours for students
at Ferris Athletic Center end on
May 15. The last weekend is May
17-18. .
24 Hour Marathon
The 8th Annual Trinity College
24 Hour Relay Marathon will be
run from 9 AM Saturday, May 10,
to 9 AM Sunday morning.
If you wish to participate please
contact Howard DeLong (ext. 340)
for faculty and staff teams, or
Henry Strom (Box 2000) for
student teams.
Final TRIPOD
In two weeks, the TRIPOD
commencement issue sports
section will feature news of the
possible post-season play of the
lacrosse and baseball teams; also
included will be articles on the
tennis and women's track teams,
ISL, and any games played by
spring sports teams.
Nalle, whose excellent coverage
completely frustrated her speedy
opponent, and Lisa Parker, whose
brilliant interceptions and fierce
checking were an inspiration to the
whole team. She also added a goal
and an assist to the offensive effort.
Lisa Nolen, this season's high
scorer, led the attack with three
goals, with Dottie Bundy, Laurie
Fergusson, and Sherry Benzel each
adding one.
Anne Madarasz was also instr-
umental in maintaining Trinity's
second half spirit, as she stepped
into the goal for the injured Anne
Collins and recorded 11 saves.
In the second game, the JVs
played their toughest opponents of
the season and despite a second
half surge, fell short of victory 9-8.
The first half saw Wesleyan build a
wide lead with the score 7-1, at one
point. Trinity was four short at the
half and more than determined to
give it all they had. Excellent
hustling by Mooney, Clark and
Passarelli added to the offensive
efforts of Swecker, Newbury and
Donohue. Liz Axelrod and Ana
Meyer were defensive stalwarts,
helping to keep the ball away from
a brilliant Anne Madarasz, playing
in her second game of the af-
ternoon. The loss was only the JV's
secondhand they are now 7-2 with
one to go.
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Sports Scene From The Summit\
by Nick Noble
For the first time since the spring of 1976 (when my class was still
just a twinkle in Howie Muir's eye) the Trinity baseball team
pushed their overall record up above the .500 mark, and for the first
time in almost two decades they did it without the benefit of a few
easy wins in Florida. Their 9-8-1 record so far in 1980, 9-5-1 in JNew
England competition, is a fitting reward for three seasons of
anxiety, frustration, errors, and losses, losses, and more losses.
The. team is young, well-balanced, and with nothing but-bright
lights and victories in its future. Having lived through the past, the
successes rf this year's team are all the more sweet. I wrote my first
baseball article, entitled' "The Rites of Spring'', about a third of the
way into the 1977 season. We beat UHart on a pinch-hit double by
Jim Leone. Bill Lynch got the win. It was the first sports article I'd
ever written.
Four years, ninety issues, and over five hundred articles later,
was it worth it? Yes, for the memories, if for nothing else.
In four years I've seen three Ail-Americans, two in the water and
one on land.,Kent Reilly made AAU AH-American in Waterpolo his
junior year, Pat McNamara was also honored as a junior wide
receiver for Trinity's New England Championship football team.
Denise Jones was Trinity's first woman All-American just this past
winter, impressing everyone with her talent and her leadership as a
champion breaststroker and Captain of the Women's Swimming
team. It would be nice if Jeff Mather could make it an even four this
spring. He too has been dynamic to watch.
The Crew's National title at Dad Vail last May has to rate as the
greatest team achievement of my four years at Trinity, and their
chances of repeating.again this spring are good. But right up there
has to be the three playoff berths of the Varsity Ice Hockey team,
the unbeaten 1978 Field Hockey squad, the 7-1 Football team that
same fall, Men's Varsity Lacrosse, Women's Squash, and the New
England winning Waterpolo team in 1979, just to name a few.
I have been often accused of liking to make lists instead of writing
actual articles. It's true, because it's easier. So I won't single out
the two-dozen outstanding individual athletic performances over the
past twelve seasons, nor will I enumerate the numerous young
athletes who will provide the Trinity sports scene with its future
excitement.
But there are three things about my four-year involvement with
Trinity athletics that I will never forget. AH three are teams, one of a
sort, and they have provided me with some of the best moments of
my college career.
First, the Varsity Baseball team. It is the only sport I have
covered continuously for four years. Bill Lynch, Bobby Almquist,
and Len Lortie have seen through all four years with me, and
several favorites have dropped by the wayside.
There was the Admiral, Halsey Frank. The outfielders got a lot of
work when Halsey was on the mound freshman year. He transferred
to Wesleyan, where he pitched batting practice for a year before
retiring to the comfortable life of a spectator. He was looking good
the last time we went up there for a game.
Halsey was the first in a long line of baseball memories: Coach
Griswold, Bill Irvine chugging bottles of ketchup, Frank
Rowland's great season, Jimmy Smith's even greater one, and
Tom Harbeck - "You Gotta Love the Beck", all gone now. And at
home games you can still see a portly, red-bearded Delaware
native, beer in hand, whom everyone calls "Keggie". They are all,
players past and present, my oldest friends, whom I have never
been able to leave, not even in the wake of three seasons of double
figures in the loss column.
It's a lot simpler to stick with a team when it's winning, and that
brings me to my second team: Varsity Field Hockey. In only two
years of following their winning ways I came to know and respect
every player as an athlete and a friend. Their success exemplified
the colossal strides made by women's athletics over the past ten
years, and working with them was perhaps the most worthwhile
experience of my athletic affiliations.
My third "team" is the Trinity Tripod. I have also been often
accused of being "a company man". Perhaps, but without that kind
of sentiment no organization can function for very long. Throughout
all the nasty.letters that come flying into our office week after week,
none seem to touch on exactly what is journalism. Whatever else it
is, journalism is writing, and writing is a personal expression of the
author, no matter how "objective" he or she must be. Enough said.
From Henry Merens to Steve Elmendorf (with Alice O'Connor and
Andrew Walsh along the way) I have enjoyed every minute I have
worked for the Trinity Tripod. I have been privileged to work with
Eric Grevstad, a superb writer, and I have been honored to work
for Nancy Lucas, the finest Sports Editor the Tripod has ever had.
This had been a week for farewells - the senior's prerogative. This
column, if it can be called that, is no different, except that it is a last
farewell. I wanted to do it, if only to see "Sports Scene From The
Summit" in print again.
But has it been worth it? Well, I might have had better grades . . .
%• ^ -... -A
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Men's Lax Ends Regular At 10-1
by Nancy Lucas
The Men's Varsity Lax team
closed out their regular season with
two less-than-spirited per-
formances, but still emerged with
the win in both contests, ending
their season with a commendable
10-1 record, the best record the
lacrosse team has posted in a long
line of excellent campaigns.
It took a hat trick by Jim Samsel,
coming into his own as a very
talented lacrosse player as the
season neared its close, to be the
margin of difference in too-close-
for-comfort 16-14 win over a tough
Springfield club. It was the second
meeting with the Indians this
season; the first confrontation,
down in Florida in the Suncoak
Lacrosse Tournament, saw the
Trinity's man-down unit, effective
all season long, had an off day, as
the Indians came up with four goals
with a man advantage, and ended
the half up by two.
The teams played even in the
third quarter, but Springfield was
still up by two, and they were
prematurely tasting their victory
when the fourth period started with
a bang. With only 16 seconds gone,
an Indian midfielder scored to give
the visiting team a three point
advantage. Things looked
relatively bleak for the hosts.
But the more skillful Bantams
took their situation in hand and
went to work on the Springfield
goalie, taking eighteen shots in the
final period alone. Scott Growney
scored his • second to bring the
Bants to within two, and Bob
seconds remaining in the game.
Back-up goalie Bob Mostertz
came in midway through the third
period and provided a defensive
spark, breaking up plays and co-
ming up with a few key saves. Ted
Austin, appearing in his first
Varsity game all season, was also
impressive at midfield.
Saturday's game against Con-
necticut College was not counted
nationally, so it took a bit of wind
out of the Bantam sails. The Bants
came on strong in the final quarter
to quaff a plucky but slow Conn
College team to the tune of 9-1.
Gregg Caserta culminated a fine
season with a solid performance in
the nets, but his admirable play was
outshadowed by the Camel goalie, I
Peter Capalbo. Capalbo faced a
barrage of 62 Bantam <.hots and
Si llilir ( jplriin
defensive skills.
Bants came away victors by a close
tally of 11-8. Springfield was ready
to avenge that loss, and the
Bantams did not seem up to the
challenge, as they were down by
thfee goals early in the fourth
quarter.
Trin opened the scoring on a
pretty play by attackmen Jamie
Birmingham and Mike Brigham,
who snagged the goal with only
Seven seconds, gone. Birmingham
was the high scorer in both games
last week, making some of his
finest feeds to amass five assists.
The first period continued in a see-
saw fashion, with the Bantams up 4-
3 at the end of fifteen minutes.
Springfield came out firing in the
second, scoring 5 goals to Trin's 2.
will IK- hsrfi ID rupldtt nv\i nar. voiuid fur butt; bis nffnihite anil
Plumb followed to close the gap
even further. Having effectively
been kept to low-scoring games by
their opposing defenders, Growney
and Plumb, as the "Big Guns" on
the team, came through when it
was necessary, giving the Bants the
inspiration they needed to come
from behind.
Springfield's swan song came at
6:29, and they were only too aware
of Trin's superiority as the vision of
victory grew dimmer. Jim Samsel
scored his third (to cap a five-game
scoring streak) less than a minute
after the Springfield goal, and
Plumb tied things up at 14. Peter
Duncan, playing fine lacrosse all
season long, tallied the winner, and
Birmingham iced the win with 25
SOTtr JOSdvi. **. 7C£C-
Playing wel! at both nsidfleld and on defense, Bes Baron's Orst year
on Vanity has been a successful one. photo by Mary Lee Sole
came up with 28 saves. He
frustrated high scorers Plumb and
Growney, and it seemed the only
person who could get close enough
to go one-on-one with him was
Birmingham, who notched three
goals on the day. Captain Doug
Bennett, supplied two goals of his
own to cap a respectable season on
both offense and defense. Also
noteworthy was-a fourth quarter
goal by midi Dave Hudson, who
snagged a ground ball near mid-
field, drove in for the shot, and
picked up his own rebound after
Capalbo made the initial save to
throw it into the open net.
The Bantams finish this their
finest season by outscoring their
opponents 152-99. Their only loss
came in overtime to a team that
Trin hopes to face in the upcoming
EC AC Div. Ill playoffs, Williams.
The greatest asset among many was
Scott Growney, the junior at-
tackman who gave opposing
defenders fits with his slippery
moves and ball control. Growney
amassed 65 points on 38 goals and
27 assists, leading the team in both
categories. Second behind
Growney in the assist column is
Jamie Birmingham,-playing his first
year of Varsity lacrosse and
displaying considerable talent both
behind the net as a back up and in
front as a scorer, totalling eighteen
goals. Freshman Mike Brigham was
also a valuable new addition,
coining on strong after a quiet
preseason to contribute 24 goals to
the Bantam cause.
High scorers among the mid-
fielders were Bob Plumb, in-
valuable as a face-off man and an
cont. on p. 13
Senior defenseman Mike Lansbury made a vast contribution to the
team's success with his clears and solid backline play.
photo by Mary Lee Sole
JV Laxmen Now 6-1;.
Overcome UHart 5-4
Trinity's surprising JV Lacrosse
team upped their season record to
6-1 last Friday with a bruising
come-from-behind win over the
University of Hartford. The Baby
Bants showed signs of rust in early
going as UHart middies dominated
the play and vacuumed up virtually
every ground ball. Hawk midfielder
Grant and nifty atlackman Sim-
mons both dented Trinity's nets in
the first period to highlight Hart-
ford's blistering offense. Hard body
checking by Trin's Kevin
CCallaghart and Jim Frederick
took some sting out of the Hartford
attack in the second quarter, but
Simmons again connected late in
.the period to put the Hawks ahead
3-0 at halftime.
An aroused Trinity squad got
things turned around quickly as the
second half began. Steve Yarnall
screamed a bouncer into the
Hartford nets with only 27 seconds
elapsed on the clock. Tom Liscord
added another marker shortly after
on a sweet assist from Ziggy
Wendin. Ward Classen, Trin's
leading scorer, zipped in another
halfway through the period.
Throughout the third quarter, great
legwork and brutal checking
characterized the play of the
Trinity middies, particularly Mike
Tucci, Bill Schaufler, Ted Austin
and Jamie Kapteyn. Goalie Kevin
Morse, a lacrosse novice before
being recruited as the Bantam
goalie, shut out the still-dangerous
Hawks with some courageous and
acrobatic saves.
The fourth quarter was more of
the same. Body checking by both
teams was spinied 4n£-ao&f&fa
but the superior midfietcftfefi'th of
the Bants was beginning to tell.
Trinity continued to control the
ball, and Easy Ed Ermini slammed
.home a beautiful goal on a rebound
from a spectacular save by the
Hartford goalie. One the end of a
Trinity fast break midway into the
period, George Hamilton went one
on one with the bealeagured Hawk
goalie and rifled the cords again.
Tempers flared late in the
period, and after a particularly
violent body check, both benches
emptied in a brawl that took
several minutes to control. After
both teams were settled by their
coaches, play resumed. A goal by
Bill Schaufler was disallowed, as a
teammate was detected implanting
an illegal moving pick. Hartford.
stormed back in the final minutes,
and as the clock ran out, UHart's
outstanding middie Grant notched
his second goal of the day to make
the final score Trinity 5, Hartford
4.
Freshman Tom Dunwoody outruns his Hawk defender in the
Bantam JV win last Friday.
photo by M.irv Lee Sole
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Men's Crews Successful At Lake Waramaug
The Trinity Crews travelled to
New Preston, Connecticut last Sa-
turday to take on Ithaca and
Williams in the final race of the
season The weather could not
ha\e been finer. Temperatures
wete in the mid-70's, and a slight
headwind prevailed throughout the
1 v 11 of the men's crews went
liitu this race undefeated, and they
both i ,une back with their perfect
ivcuuK intact.1 The freshman
iieauci, although undefeated, kept
t.unr u.<.e interesting until the final
-I coiid After getting a length out
oil [thai a's crew in the first 1000,
tho b< .uies let their lead diminish
"to about three quarters of a length
before the.sprint. Trinity finished
only seconds, ahead. .
The other boat to go unbeaten
V*1 Last Saturday, the Trinity
h\ Varsity Golf team travelled to
,'Y ' Williams to take on the Ephmen at
^ the picturesque Teconic , Golf
-** Club. The result was no surprise, as
tok a more experienced and talented
Williams squad simply outclassed:
iMfc the Bantam golfers. Though Joe"
Upton was low man for Trinity, the
' sight of the Shah's son's home
' overlooking the second green was
really more impressive than any of
the Bantam's performances.
Sunday morning, Trinity's top
five golfers - Dave Congdon, John
O'Connell, Rob Golding, Joe
Upton, and Rob Rosner - headed
for Cape Cod to compete in the
New England Intercollegiate Golf
Championships. As the group
toured the beach-lined New
Seabury Golf Links practicing up
for the two-day tournament, things
were starting to shape up for the
| H m s . Kpb Golding canned an
8-iron from 155 -yards on ,,the
second hole, Dave Congdon finally
showed some emotion after
crunching his third consecutive 300
yard drive, and Rob Rosner made
his "first putt since August."
But Monday was different. It was
pouring, it was cold, and the wind
was howling at 50 m.p.h. All of the
scores were high, and as the five
Bantams headed back to their
was the Varsity heavyweights, who
raced both Ithaca and Williams.
Trinity rowed a stroke rate of 38
for the first half of the race, which
was too high, and found themselves
down a half a length to Williams.
When the heavies finally put it
down to a 36, they were able to
move away and win by some ten
seconds over •Williams. Ithaca
finished third.
The four rowed very well against
Ithaca. Jason Smith approximated
that they had open water by the
seventh stroke of the race. Of-
ficially, 'Trinity finished some 62
seconds front of Ithaca.
The JV Lightweights were the
only crew from Trinity to come
away disappointed. They had to
row against two heavyweight crews
cont. on p. 12
hotel, they_ looked more like five
wet rats returning from an un-
successful hunt. Surprisingly, after
all the scores were in, Trinity only
trailed the tough Williams team by
four strokes, led by Congdon who
sat merely five strokes behind the
leading score.
Weather wise, Tuesday was not
much better, though at the Cape
Cod Country Club, there was less
wind. The Bantams splashed
around for four hours, and this
time, the scores were much better,
again led by Congdon, who turned
in an excellent performance. Yet
the Bantams' improved efforts
were not good enough to compete
with the leaders. The team headed
straight back to Hartford, piloted
by Coach Ted "A.J." Coia to
change into some dry clothes and
try to forget the.entire experience.
Two days later, Trinity wa back
on the course, this time hosting
MIX and , Assumption. ^Cqjlege,,
MIT was too tough, as only two
Bantam golfers managed to play
their opponents evenly. Yet Trinity
notched their second win of the
short season, with a decisive
trouncing of Assumption. Dave
Congdon, Joe Upton, Rob Rosner
and Ben Proctor all shut out their
opponents en route to a 14l/i-3'/i
Trln's Varsity Heavies prepare to extend their undefeated streak last Satnrday. Needless to say,
they succeeded.
Men's Track Impressive In WPI Loss
victory.
Koeppel Third In Women's iVJSs
Sarah Koeppel, the only woman ever to play for the Trinity
Varsity Golf team, turned in a brilliant performance last weekend,
as she finished third in the Women's New England Intercollegiate
Golf Championships. Posting rounds of 84-86 for a total of 170,
Koeppel finished just three strokes behind the wir.«.L-;» score. The
tournament was held under extremely difficult weather conditions
at the Hickory Ridge Golf Course near Amherst College. A field of
forty women golfers entered the tournament.
The score was not indicative of
the performances. WPI bested Trin
103-57 in the Blue and Gold's track
finale on Saturday, but despite the
loss a myriad of Bants turned in
their personal bests of the year and
career.
A highlight of the meet was
Captain Jeff Mather's per-
formances in the weight events.
The team's leading scorer, Mather
shattered the school record in the
hammer on all three of his throws,
flinging the ball and wire 162'8". In
winning the discus, with a toss of
157'7", Mather broke his own Jesse
Field"* mark. MatEer "heavetF tlie
shot 45'7'A" for a seasonal best and
a second place. Not to be over-
shadowed by Mather's triple was
soph Justin George, who crushed
his old mark in the hammer in
finishing second, throwing 142'8".
Junior Chip McKeehan captured
his fourth straight first in the
javelin, chueking the spear 189'11'
to round out the scoring in the
weight events.
Frosh Pat Lyle, the team's
number two scorer, came into his
own on Spring Weekend. He
sizzled to firsts in the 100 (10.2) and
220 (22.8) yard dashes, qualifying
himself for the Division IH meet.
The smooth running speedster
anchored the winning 400 yd. relay
team of Paul Merrigan, Bob
Reading and Larry Dowd to its best
time of the season, 45.4.1
Scoringwise-, the 880 was Trin's
bright spot. Alex Sherwood (2:00)
and Bob Rasmussen (2:01.5) took
control of the two lap race from its
onset, capturing 1-2. Running his
best races of the year. Bob
Williams garnered thirds in the
mile and 3 mile respectively,
cruising to 4:31.2 and 16:10.9.
Junior John Brennan made a
tough race seem easy, turning in a
third place 58.5 in the 440 in-
termediate hurdles. With his time,
the fastest of his career, Brennan
became the fourth Trin trackster to
qualify for the Division III meet.
Frosh Bruce Zawodniak, the
third top scorer, exploded to
personal bests in the high jump
<6'2") and high hurdles (16.5).
Enjoying his best performance of
the year, Tony Pace triple-jumped
40'10" for third while Merrigan
grabbed a third in the long jump.
Placing was only part of the
story. For the first time this:season,
all three triple jumpers - Pace,
Merrigan ar 1 Dave Smith —
hopped, skipped and jumped over
40 feet. High jumpers, Zawodniak,
Tony Smith and Scott Keilty
together flopped 6' for the first
time. Senior Larry Dowd, beaten
out for a third in the 220 by an
angstrom unit, turned in a career
best time of 24 seconds flat:
Despite placing fourth in both
hurdles, frosh Scott Nesbitt ran
personal bests of 16.7 and 59,5. The
mile relay quartet, John Brennan,
Dave Muskat, and seniors Alex
Sherwood and Bob Keys churned
up the cinder in 3:31.7.
Those who have qualified for the
Division III meet next Saturday at
Bowdoin arc Mather (shot, discus,
hammer); Lyle (100, 220);
McKeehan (javelin); and Brennan
(IH). Mather (discus, hammer) and
McKeehan have qualified for the
New Eng'Iands (Div. I, U, and III)
on May 17-18 at Dartmouth.
Mather will also be returning io
North Central Illinois on May 29
through the 31st to participate in
the discus, competition in' the
NCAA Division III Nationals.
Barbell Club's Bench Press Tourney
On the rainy first Sunday of
Daylight Savings Time, a group of
Trinity's stronger athletes gathered
within the recesses of the Ferris
Athletic Center to test themselves
.-.Jn * a . bench press . tournament
sponsored by the Bantam' Barbell
Club. In the contest each lifter was
given three attempts to bench press
a;, much as he could, competing
with others of similar body weight.
Senior Robert Herbst started the
day off by taking the 138 pound
body weight class. Weighing under
135 pounds and the lightest man in
the tourney, Herbst hoisted 245
pounds, a tally not equaled until
the 156 pound class. Placing
second to Herbst was freshman
Frank Caskin.
At 148 pounds, freshmen
wrestling teammates Mike Howe
and Tim Yasui took each other on.
Howe opened with a lift of 175, but
Yasui came right back with a
successful effort at 185. Howe then
pressed 200, but was countered by
"Yaz," who put up 205. Both men
then tried 215 for their third lifts,
but only Tim Yasui was able to
master the poundage, gaining first
place honors.
Both Geoff Bacon and Dave
Berey pressed 245 in the 156 pound
class, but each was so tired that
neither of the pair was able to
make another complete lift. After'
several extra attempts, both agreed
that on that day they we^e equal,
and each accepted a first place
trophy. Taking second to the weary
duo was J. Michael Charbonnier.
At 178, sophomore Joe Penella
exploded with a press of 325
pounds, the high lift for the day.
Penella was gunning for the large
blue and gold Outstanding Lifter
trophy, an award designated for the
man with the highest weight index,
a ratio of the amount divided by
the competitor's body weight.: As
light but .strong Bob Herbst had
achieved an index of 1.82, Penella
knew that he had to lift 325 to
surpass him. In a tense moment,
Penella failed at his first try at 325;
but several minutes later came
back with some second effort and
raised 325 on his final attempt. In
so doing Penella achieved an index
of 1.84, edging out Herbst.
Penella's lift was even more
significant in that it also beat those
of many people heavier than
himself.
Snatching second place at 178
and defending the honor of the
faculty was professor Harvey
Picker, who pushed up 255.
Another head to head duel
occurred at 187 between freshmen
Ralph Cecere and John Lemonick.
Cecere opened with a press of 250
pounds. Lemonick, knowing what
his opponent had done, chose and
lifted 255. Cecere then raised the
ante, hoisting 275. Lemonick
equalled this and then finally broke
the deadlock by putting up 285, a
weight at which C ecere just barely
missed.
Freshmen Paul Kennedy and
Dave Iannarone placed first and
second respectively in the 195
pound class. Proving that it was
indeed a day for freshmen, Todd
Beati then followed by taking first
in the 2i0pound body weight class.
In the unlimited body weight
group Peter Smielak grabbed the
trophy for the big men by
outlasting Dom Rapini with an
effort at 315 pounds.
Junior Dave Smith is one of a trio ot Trin triple junipers who, for the
first time this season, all hopped, skipped and Jumped over forty
- photo by Franklin Casmin
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Sports
Rugby Mauls Providence College 22-3
by Doug Sauerhaft
On a hot Saturday afternoon, the
Trinity Rugby team punished Pro-
vidence College 22-3. For the first
time all season, the Ruggers put it.
all together, combining passing,
hitting and pursuit. The outcome of
the game was never in question.
Minutes into the game, Kevin
Higgins plunged over the PC goal
to give Trinity the initial points,
Leading 4-0, Trin moved in and
secured another try via the feet of
Charlie Dolan. Both conversion
attempts failed. Leading 8-0, the
Ruggers refused to rest on their
laurels as they continued to press.
Doug Sauerhaft made a field
goal to extend the Trinity lead to
11-0. Seniors Tom Miller, Jon
Olear, Dave Johnson, Dave
Snyderwine, Charlie Moore and
Pete Greenleaf all excelled in this
their last game. Johnson and Qear
ran very hard and constantly
ground out positive yardage. Qear,
who is famous for playing on no
sleep, was in prime form, cutting in
and out of Providence defenders.
Tom Miller, who hooked
consistently all year, had an
outstanding game, winning nearly
all of the scrum balls. Freshmen
Kevin Slattery and Joe Scott both
played well. Scott, in his first "A"
game, played tough until he was
forced to leave the game. Slattery,
who has the potential to be the best
scrum half in New England, ran the
offense with confidence.
Midway through the second half,
Kevin Higgins once again punched
in to pad the lead, 15-0. Rich
Leroux assisted on the Higgins try,
as he deftly passed the ball.
Providence College was'not to
be completely humiliated, as they
moved within range and picked up
a 3-point field goal to make the
score 15-3. With the shutout now
history, the Ruggers provided some
pretty passing as the ball went
down the line to all-time scorer
Dave Johnson, who burned
Providence College for four more
points. With time running out,
Doug Sauerhaft provided icing to
the cake as he booted another field
goal to end the scoring at 22-3.
The rugby team would like to
thank all of the fans who supported
them throughout the season,
especially coach Neville Doherty. Dong Sauerhaft [rt.] kicked two field goals in the Rugby team's 22-3 win. Tom Miller [left] excelled in
his final game as a Trinity rugger. photo courtesy of Rugby Limited
Varsity Baseball Unbeatable In 4-0 Week
by Nick Noble
This week in Trinity baseball had
a little bit of everything, and all of
it good. There was a thrilling come-
from-behind victory over
Springfield, a hard-hitting blow-out
triumph over Bates, and two close,
exciting wins over a powerful
Colby nine, to make the Bantam
batsmen 4-0 on the week, 9-8-1
overall on the season, 9-5-1 in New
England competition.
In the past Springfield has always
been a sounder team than Trinity:
smoother fielders, better pitchers,
and a timely offense that waited to
capitalize on Trinity mistakes. It
was a different story last
Wednesday, as the Trinity bats
came alive in the eighth inning to
give the Bantams a 7-5 win.
Bill Lynch started for Trinity,
and had a shaky first inning, giving
up two earned runs. But then he
settled down and pitched im-
peccably, facing just four batters
an inning until the eighth, when he
tired, gave up a couple more runs,
and came out for John Valencia.
Going into the bottom of the eighth
it was 5-1 Springfield. Trinity's lone
run had come in the first when
Frank Netcoh singled to score
Steve Guglielmo. Springfield's
unearned run had scored on
catcher Nick Bordieri's first error
of the year.
Women's Varsity Crew
Undefeated Again
by Debbie Davis
The Women's Varsity crew, for
the second year in a row, clinched
a perfect record by soundly beating
last year's Dad Vail champions,
Ithaca College, by 14 seconds: The
Bantams, eager to avenge last
year's loss to Ithaca in the Vail
finals, were "up and ready" for the
last race of the season, The day was
beautiful except for a nagging
quartering headwind (which often
results in a nagging backache) and
the race course was only feet from
the shore, with -Trinity's Varsity
Lightweights, who were idle for the
day, holding the steins. "Are you
ready? Row!" And the race was
off.
Trinity had about a half length
lead on the Ithaca boat at the start.
They increased the lead
throughout, but made up most of
the ground in the second half when
things finally came together and
started swinging. The Bantams
finished their regular season 6.-0.
The r / s rowed extremely well,
taking the headwind and the
turbulent water all in stride and
easily defeated Ithaca. After the
first 500 meters, the Bantams had a
length lead, held off a sprint
.by Ithaca at the 1000 meter mark,
increased their lead and won by 25
seconds with a time of 8:19.
Rowing past the dock, Trinity was
far ahead and swinging in perfect
timing. Spectators of all sizes and
shapes commented, "They look
great!" as the Bants finished off
their season with a strong, decisive
victory. When asked for comment,
Trinity Coxswain Katie Parker
said, "What can I say? It was a
race." What else is there?
For Sue Proctor, the captain and
Varsity # 6 oarswoman, the race
"went great." For sure, it was also
her third undefeated season as a
Bantam oarswoman. And for
senior Cindy Higgins, it was a first
completed.crew season. For all, it
was a precious day and hopefully a
foreshadowing of the "precious-
ness" of a Vail victory.
Left fielder Frank Netcoh led off
the last of the eighth with a walk,
and Bob Almquist went in to run
for him. Peter Martin then singled,
but two quick Springfield outs
made Trinity's hopes look pretty
bleak. Then Dave OHara, the .
Indian pitcher, walked Chuck
Welsh to load the bases, and when
pinch hitter Mike Elia was walked,
Almquist came home, now 5-2
Springfield.
Carl Schmitt replaced OHara
and he promptly walked
Guglielmo, scoring Martin. Then
Tom Savage responded to the
challenge with his now customary
habit- a base hit to right field. Two
more runs scored, and the
ballgame was all tied up.
. An RBI single by Nick Bordieri
brought home Guglielmo with the
winning run. Insi.ir.ance came from
the bat of Bobby Almquist, who
drove in the last run of the inning
with a single, after scoring the first
of the frame nine hitters earlier.
Valencia got the win ("the easi-
est I ever picked up," the
sophomore southpaw commented
after the game), and Mike Goss got
the save, his second of the year.
The fielding was impressive on the
day. Tom Savage and Bob
Almquist both made nice catches
to preserve the win in the ninth.
Nick Bordieri made a pair of good
plays on foul balls popped up
behind the plate. And the Bantams
found their third baseman, as
Chuck Welsh made some exciting
plays at the hot corner.
On Friday and Saturday the team
travelled to Maine. That first day
they played a single game with the
Bobcats of Bates. It was a power
display for the Trinity hitters, as
they won 13-5. Although Kevin
Doyle surrendered three runs in
the first inning, his offense'spotted
him two in the second, three in the
third, six in the seventh, and in-
surance tallies in the eighth and
ninth innings to seal the victory-
Peter Martin was the game's
standout, giving one of the finest
offensive displays in Trinity
baseball history. He had four hits,
including a double and a two run
homer. He scored four times and
drove in six more for a total of
eight total bases and nine runs
produced. He also . handled
fourteen chances without an error.
Todd Dagres also couhtecl a
home run among his three hits, a
solo shot inutile third, while Bob
Almquist and Steve Woods also
collected trios of safeties.
In the first game against Colby
Mike Shimeld struck out five and
allowed only three hits over seven
innings as Trinity triumphed 3-2.
All the scoring was in the sixth
inning. A single by Martin, a walk
to Bordieri, and a three-run home
run by Todd Dagres (his fourth of
the year) gave the Bantams their
three in the top of the frame.
Shimeld had a spate of wildness in
the home team's inning, when with"
two outs he walked three and gave
up a single, allowing two Colby
Mules to cross the plate. But the
next batter flew out to Savage at
second, and Trinity went on to get
the win.
John Valencia' won his second
game of the week with another
three-hit performance in the
second half of the twin-bill. Two of
those Colby hits came fn the fourth
inning, when the Mules scored
their only run of the game. Frank
Netcoh made a nice catch at the
wall to save that inning, and from
then on it was smooth sailing.
The winning edge for Trinity was
provided by third baseman Chuck
Welsh, who clocked a two-run
round tripper in the fifth. Steve
Woods and Steve Guglielmo also
scored for Trinity, as they won* 4-1.
It is the first unbeaten week, 4-0,
for the Bantams in several years.
Their 9-8-1 record puts them above
.500 for the first time in recent
memory, and Coach Robie Shults
feels that their 9-5-1 New England
record puts them in contention for
post-season consideration.
The team's .327 batting mark
continues to impress. Frank
Netcoh leads the team with a .404
mark. Tom Savage had seven hits
this week, to up his average to .390.
Eight regulars are hitting over .300.
Todd Dagres' 4 home runs this
season is the second best ever for a
Trinity player, and he is one away
from Jim Balesano's single season
mark of five. The team's 11 round-
trippers is also one short of tying
that mark set in 1976, when
Balesano was captain.
The pitching is also looking
good. Complete game three-hit
victories from Valencia and
Shimeld, a winning performance
from Doyle, and strong showings
from Lynch and Goss make
prospects for the future bright.
As for the fielding, while Trinity
still has lapses, the big problem,
third base, was solved this week by
Chuck Welsh. In four games he
handled twelve chances flawlessly,
and won the second Colby game
with a home run.
Trinity can play with the best.
Tufts was ranked in New England
when Trinity scored 24 runs against
her. Colby was l'3-6 going into the
Trinity doubleheader. Yesterday-
Trinity played Central, results
unknown. On Wednesday Trinity
takes on Amherst, the best Division
III team in the East, for the final
game of the 1980 season.
Playoff Berth
For Men's Lax
The Men's Varsity Lacrosse
teem has qualified for the ECAC
Div. n-m Playoffs for the third yew
in a row. Seeded third, the
Bantams will play number' two
Williams In WuUamstown on Fri-
day. The finals of the tournament
will be held on Saturday. Pending
the outcome of the MiddleburyJ#l
seed] — Babson semi-final, the
host of the finals will be deter-
mined.
